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s va
dny for Atlantic City for a week
cation. lie is suffering from a bad
cold.
Steel Products Lower.
Xew York, N. Y., Oct. 4. Steel man-

TARIFF LAW IS

ALL ABOARD!

uracturers were reported here today
to be considering a reduction of from
a ton in the price of their
$2 to
prolucta to meet the lowering of steel
duties in effect today under the. new
tariff schedule. The possibility of
competition from German and British
manufacturers was said to be responsible for the move.
Germany Will Protest.
Berlin, Oct. 4. In commenting on
the new American tariff act, the
Rundschau today demands that
the German government protest most
frrcibly and decisively against any at
tempt to deprive imports carried to
the fnited States in German ships of
the 5 per cent reduction.
"Americans," sads the newspaper,
"must be treated in such matters with
nr. iron hand."
The other newspapers do not comment on the new tariff.
The foreign office insists that the
guarantee of the "most favored nation" treatment contained in the old
Prussian American treaty is applicable in this case, but no special statement in regard to the matter will be
made until the foreign office has Investigated further.
Several of the newspapers comment
or the signature of the tariff act as
a great personal victory for President
Wilson and warn German exporters
against undue hopes of increased exports.
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STEEL PRODUCTS ARE
TO BE QUOTED LOWER
New York bondjammed to capacity

New York, Oct. 4.
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Colonel Roosevelt's secretary
and the Rev. Father John Augustine
llenrn, provincial of the Holy Cross.!
former Held companion of the colonel,
Theodore Roosevelt bade his friends
farewell last night, on the eve of his:
on a journey to the wilds
of Snuih America, at a dinner given
in his honor by the Progressive Xational service and tin? Progressive ser-'vice of the state of New York. Addres-jsiiig some 2.0U0 men and women who
gathered at the Xew York Roof Gar-- !
den, the colonel mad.' a speech in NEW YORK POLICE LOOKING FOR
which he apparently sought to put aj
SLAYER OF LITTLE GIRLMOTHER
quietus on published reports that he
(intends to return to the Republican!
IS UNDER
party.
that the!
"I warn out. opponents
OF
AT THE FOUNDATION
HOME
fight has only begun," he said, hisj
'voice breaking in his earnestness, "I:
THE TROUBLE.
'will never abandon the principles to
which we Progressives have pledged
ourselves."
handkerchiefs KILLED FOR ASKING
bandana
Waving
'and napkins, the diners jumped to
FOR DRINK OF WATER
it heir feet and cheered for half a inin- ute.
Toward the close of the address ol
NVw
"rli Oct. 4 The mystery
the tonsttnaster. there
Gifford
surrounding the murder of a golden-o- f
were cries of "We want Teddy."
three years yesterday
Raymond Robbing, head of the Fro- haired child
i ,iueu
service,
gressive .National
began to clear today with the identiacross the lable. mid said:
fication of the body, the arrest of the
we want him
"Yes, we want him
and the issuance of oras president." he shouted. Then the baby's mother
ders to arrest the man from whose
crowd let loose.
late yesterFrogressive leaders, men nnd wom- flat the body was taken
en, including, former United States day afternoon.
The child was Identified as Lulu SaSenator Albert .1. Beveridge, Senators
who
Roeber,
Poiudex-ter- , lerno by Mrs. Louise
Miles
and
L.
Bristow
Joseph
Gifford Plnchot, Miss Frances A. said she was the child's grandmother.
her
Keller, Mrs. Charles S. Bird and John Mrs. Roeber told the police that
had quarPurroy Mitchell, fusion candidate for daughter, Lulu's mother, Michael Samayor of this city, whom Mr. Roose- reled with her husband,
velt endorsed in his speech, weire lerno, a lioston barber at Columbia
University, and left him a year ago to
seated at the guest lable.
man. Lulu, she said
Colonel Roosevelt told the Progres- live with another
was
t
endeavors would be was one of three children and home
sives that,
Mrs. Salerno when the
extended upon his return toward the taken by
was broken up.
upbuilding of the party. The party is
Mrs. Salerno last left, her mother's
solid, he declared, and he added that
to the mother, a
it was the firm determination of the home, according two men.
One of
month ago, with
the
as
well
leaders,
as
and
file,
rank
Mrs. Roeber said, was Tony
to preserve its political entity, its soli- them,
Fishera, over whom Mrs. Salerno and
darity and integrity. Speaking of the her husband had quarreled.
The
out.
himself
for
work he had mapped
De Puma
Dp. Puma.
was
other
Joseph
said:
Roosevelt
Colonel
on his return.
and Fishera, Mrs. Roeber said, occu"We shall enter, undaunted, as a napied the same flat. It was from this
camnational
tional party on another
flat that, the child's body was taken
paign."
to the morgue, A general alarm has
The colonel said he never would been Issued
for De Puma's arrest.
eininrest until every single principle
The police asserted this afternoon
lie
e'"
ciated
iiaiij
by
progressive
YORK ON STEAMER
NEW
that Mrs. Salerno was living at the
LEAVES
into practical! operation by the na- fiat when the child was murdered.
tion.
O'CLOCK
ONE
AT
DYCK
VAN
Mrs. Salerno was hysterical when ar
rested tills afternoon
AT
GUEST OF HONOR
TODAY
The battered body of a fair haired
REPUBLICANS
little girl killed by a blow on the
AT PROGRESSIVE FAREWELL DIN
IN
AGREE
CANT
head lay in the Harlem morgue to
sought .loseph De
MASSACHUSETTS day while the policeItalian
NER LAST EVENING.
gun man as
Puma, a notorious
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Pint-hot- ,

ed warehouses,
with imports roughly valued at
began today to disgorge themselves as importers released their
nnrisr the reduced rates of the
Tho
iw lot,.
" Npiv York r.usnew liimi
toms house opened an hour before the
usual time, and with fifteen additional clerks pressed into service, was to
remain open till midnight. Duties
will be assessed on the basis of the
act, but refunds, where
necessary will be made when official
copies of the new laws are received.
The condition confronting the Im- CURRENCY BILL
porters today was the reverse of what
MAY BE SENT
it was four years ago when the
TO SENATE IN NOV.
law became effective. Then,
instead of holding goods in bonds and
Jcient to give distinction to all who
releasing them at reduced rates,
Washington, D. C, Oct. 4. An inefsteamships raced to port with commo- fectual attempt to hasten considerajhave participated.
dities on which higher duty was to he tion of the administration currency
'Otherwise it. marks another epoch
in the economic history of the generacharged. Several vast consignments till in the senate banking and curtion and I am confident that it will not
came in just in the nick of time.
rency committee, was made by the
be long before the country will be ablcj
Senmeasure
of
the
today.
supporters
Ito celebrate a second triumph for the!
Washington, D. C, Oct. 4. With ator Shafroth argued vainly for an
the Democratic tariff law consummat- agreement to close hearings on the
president, congress, the party and the
ed, activity today was transferred till next Saturday, Oct. 11, but Repubcountry when the new currency hill;
from the halls of congress to the licans on the committee protested vig.'passes and receives the president's
treasury department, where Secretary orously.
signature."
McAdoo and assistant secretaries beSenators Reed and Hitchcock, Demenof
a
of
plan
gan the development
'ADMITS STARTING FIRE;
ocrats, who have opposed hurrying
forcement. Treasury officials declar- the bill, were not present.
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MANY
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4.
H. C. Jewett, a business man of
London. Oct.
counthe
of
tariff law in the history
set (ire to a large
S, D., appearing before the
this
EXECUTIVE OFFICE PRAISE ADMIN
Aberdeen,
morning
gists
the
of
try with the possible exceptionamneda-tor- committee, declared that small banks
unoccupied house at Hampton on the
Walker tariff of 1846 and its
ISTRATION FOR NEW LAWWANT Ti,a mes. a few miles above Ixmuon.
in other agriand
northwest
iu
the
tariff of 1857. With President
Two women were arrested on mim'h.sections of the country were
CURRENCY REFORM TO HE CON Mon.
Wilson and the congressional framers cultural to
for
farmer
the
long
forced
carry
a
of the law, they declared it was
The women were identified in potime loans on paper which would reSIDERED NEXT.
competitive tariff and freely expressed ceive none of the advantages of the
court as Miss May Richardson
lice
the conviction that business would
,Ji
.jilajrtvi- and Miss Rachel Pearce. Miss RichardBoston," Mass., Oct.''4.-- A "contest
The child's body was brought to the
be invigorated and ,S'istained.lhojyiJ billJ.' C.
of the Aberwho was recently released from MRS. ROOSEVELT AND
son,
'president
Jiassett,
lover tlie question oi
BRYAN ISSUES A
its operation.
morgue in a macaroni box by Kalpli
bank of Aberdeen, said
prison, where she was serving a term
who told a
between the committee on resoOfficials were equally confident that deen National
ad
nf three months imprisonment,
WAY plank and the party nominee for Pasqua, an undertaker,
discriminated
PART
measure
GO
the
that
DAUGHTER
tale of having been coerced at a pislutions
it would aiVoid the government ample
LENGTHY STATEMENT mitted Hint she set fire to the house
and that he
banks
national
P.
A.
aeainst.
Gardner
tol's point to go to the man's flat and
governor, Congressman
revenue.
and honed she had made a good job of
would advise stockholders of his bank
was a feature of the Republican state remove the body. In the flat he saw
It is roughly estimated that
for
remanded
were
women
4.
The
Theodore
it.
take
Oct.'
and
New
York,
Pres.-- ,
convention today.
a blonde woman weeping. When deworth of merchandise, held in to leave the national system
Washington, D. (.'., Oct.
further hearing without bail.
it the bill went into
was tectives reached the flat later she was
Mr. Gardner declared that it
Roosevelt and party, bound for South
bond, soon will be withdrawn and out a stale charter
to the gou ihiks
went
Wilson
dent
to him and he would gone, and with her the gun man.
effect.
payment of duty made under the
America, where the colonel will first unsatisfactory
Satur-- j
conven-jtion- .
Members of the committee express- earlv today, according to his
The theory advanced was that the
of 'oppose it on the floor of the
Compared with the
WEEK
then
portions
and
explore
AFTER
lecture
to
would be pos- day custom, and when he returned
was: little
RESCUED
it
that
ed
committee's
the
of
report
a
The
opinion
loss
mean
will
girl had been kidnaped and was
act, this
untrod
by
hitherto
the continent
an agreement to close the White House shortly before noon
"We believe that some system snouiii being held for ransom. There is no
$10,000,000 to the government. Treas- sible to reach
the
on
steamship
white man, sailed
on October 111. How long
be devised where by undesirable police record however, of a child of
ury officials maintained that these the hearings
IN COAL MINE
bill found many telegrams congratulating
and
Van Dyck shortly alter i otioek mis
that description being missing.
ghoi( ))e
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the
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re
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be
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an
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country.
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BY
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lor currency legislation."
Congressman Gardner favored a di him that he had hit the child as she
WEEK AGO, RES-- ! jr.,
feature of the new act is the income
A
CAVE IN FRIDAY
In this spirit the president took up
committee, who issued a statement rect declaration in favor of restriction begged for water at niglit.
tax provision. This entirely new venAND WELL-H- AD,
last night saying that, the Democrats Ibnt was overwhelmingly beaten in nib
the task of accomplishing the second
CUED TO DAY ALIVE
ture will require the work of experts SULZER WANTS
At
and Progressives were in league to attempt to substitute another pianit
big measure of his administration.
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to draft a workable plan that will inTUBE
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STAND
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FED
GO
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and
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house
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ALL
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city
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ner's amendment,
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Centralia. Pa., Oct. 4. Thomas To- lies." said ( ol. Roosevelt. "There plank favoring the establishment of a
the P'ident be
ment, the treasury department is
the case of the defense in ate and signed by
of last iias Beell n0 agreement whatever with minimum
Gardner
wage
system.
Santa RosaKl Paso, Texas, Oct. 4.
Suler impeachment trial is only lore many weeks. The opinio, prevail.
shesky, a prisoner since Friday
about to instruct collectors of cusDe,. ; ill. i,.,,ir,rf
o t lie reference to .insure oeaunij.
w ished
to extend the system to worn-- ! lia has fallen before the attack of
that if the work is not completed
toms to assess duties against imports two days away ana me govemui
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Weeiv
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that
fact
the
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Valcongress
Commenting
of
the
en and enlarge the powers
Continental mine of the Lehigh
4,000 federals under General Castro,
from Germany, Canada and Mexico still determined to testify, he has not fore the December session
Janufrom his set speech de- muni wage committee.
lev Coal company, walked lino me op- had omitted
and other countries not having special yet convinced his counsel that this is begins, it surely would be by
according to advices received here
last,
in
honor
his
a
at
banquet
m livered
en air a free and comparative
this morning in a telegram from Gentreaty arrangements to the contrary, the wise course. Some are said still ary.
canal
Panama
to
the
the
night .reference
of
eral Mercado, military governor
at the full rates, laid down in the to entertain the hope that they can
Secretary Bryan today endorsedmeas- man at 22 minutes before 8 o'clock zone
to
allusions
ARE
and
BRIGANDS
complimentary
Chihuahua to Guillermo Porras, per
this morning. He was taken to his
Underwood tariff act. unless they convince the governor that if .he new tariff law as the best tariff
Republic
and
Chile
Argentine
sonal representative of General Huer- home in Centralia, three miles away Brazil,
SURROUNDED
were imported into the United States opens the way for cross examination ure since the civil war and predicted
bill.
the countries he is now to
ta In this city. Santa Rosalia was
the early passage of the currency
from his underground prison and ai
in ships of American registry, in he will make a big mistake.
had
he
Roosevelt explained
BY LOYAL TROOPS
unissued this statement:
once put to bed, apparently none the
by 4,1100 constitutionalists
which case they will be entitled to a
Asked today at what stage of the Mr. Bryan
he
because
thought
done so merely
der General Francisco Villa. The dis"The tariff law that went into force worse for nis remaiKauie
Inbe
differential of 5 per cent.
would
the
i
governor
more
proceedings
tariff measure,
the laBt other things
important,
The maximum duties will not apply troduced, TJ. Cady Herrick, his chief last night is the best all who have. 'it was 7:15 o'clock when
Peking. China. Oct. I. The Ameri- patch said the town was taken after
America win occupy
since the civil war and
barrier of the coaTwas driven away trip to South
missionaries at Fan Cheng, in re- four hours heavy firing yesterday aftcan
to goods from Prussia, because of the counsel, said:
be
will
colonel
iu preparing ana passes and Toshesky crawled through the seventeen days. The
to
an Inquiry from Kdward T. T- ernoon, after a siege which started
taken
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tesply
will
he
continuance in force of the old treaty
that
not
Kermit.
"I am
a
saying
into joined there by his son,
American charge d' affaires Thursday morning.
it are entitled to great credit. toIt is
lianis,
opening from his prison chamber
v.ith that country, but goods from all tify."
out
set
today,
Theodore Roosevelt
pass the tunnel which had been steadily
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The immediate effect of this stand
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coal piled towards him
bis ment to the constitution, dealing with
G. K. Cheiry, and Leo L tonight. He denied positively that
conditions continue full sympathy and have worked uni- loads of
The effect on wool probably will not portion of Texas,
of this the bottom of the breast. In fact, two equipment;
with the this subject. The amendment had
visit had any connection
the
in
additional
accomplishment
American
of
of
the
the
naturalists
in
tedly
to
effort
Miller,
full
spite
improve
show until next spring, the
been already approved by the senate.
share the honmuseum of natural history; Frank Colorado miners' strike.
rain, but the situation is again serious important work. Theyhonors are suffl- oe sugar not for several years."
(Continued on page five).
and the
ors
together
to- - in the southwestern section.
Mr. Underwood left Washington
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CHILD'S LAXATIVE
IS "SYRUP OF FIGS.'

wealthy offenders!

They Love to Take It and It Doesn't
Harm the Tender Little Stomach,
Liver and Bowels.

In

ECZEMA BROKE OUT

New Cranberries!

jthroat sore, or if feverish, give a
of "California Syrup of Figs"
land in a few hours all the ciogged-- ,
up, constipated waste, sour bile and
indigested food will gently move out
of the bowels, and you have a well,
'playful child again.
Sick children needn't be coaxed to
take this harmless "fruit laxative."
'Millions of mothers keep it handy be-- i
cause they know its action on me
stomach, liver an dbowels is prompt
and sure.
They also know a little
iriven tn.iMv savps a sint.-- child tnmnr--

1913.

....
...

Oyster Shells,
Meat Scraps, N
Ground Charcoal,

Itched So Child Would Cry and
Scratch Himself Until Blood Ran.
Cuticura
Very Much Disfigured.
Soap and Cuticura Ointment
Proved Complete Cure.

(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, i). C, Oct. 4. A

4,

EGG PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone and
cwt.

NUT rAVUHED

If your little tongue Is coated, it STRONG CDNTMST BETWEEN WILSON HID
is a sine sign the stomach, liver and
REGARDING
TUT ADMINISTRATIONS
bow els need a gentle, thorough cleans-lin- g
at once. When jour child is cross,
PARDONSPARENTAGE OF INCUSATOR
(peevish, listless, pale, doesn't sleep,
SOFFRAGE SCHOOL
RABf IN DODBT
eat or act naturally; if breath is bad,
stomach sour, system full of cold,

OCTOBER

SATURDAY,

Meat, $3.50 per
$2.50 " "
$ .05 " lb.
. . $ .03 "
"

.

and Stock FoodComposed
Poultry
' of Corn, Bran, Oatsand Alfalfa,

GORMLEY'S

)

C

AC

fl. "3

-..,4
pvT CWl.

GENERAL STORE

"

Ecsoma brokn out
contrast between this and the allWhitewater,
ovor my lhtlo grandson's face and body.
former administration's
handling of It just looked as though blood poison would
set up at times when ho
pardon cases is seen in the recent ac-would scratch himself so
tion of President Wilson In the Hous-much. The eczoma
ton and Bullock cases.
broke out in pimples
It will be remembered that it was
and would run a watery
the common practice under the Taft
corruption and wheradministration for rich men convictever the water touched
the flesh, another pimed of crimes to escape punishment.
ple would form, until
This happened usually with the assistthe
pimples would form
ai ce of Attorney General Wicker
tv sore.
Ills clothing irritated his body and
sham's office. The cases of the Stand-row.
o lost his rest at night. The disease was
Ask your druggist for a 50 cent botjard Oil officials indicted in Texas will, o irritating and would itch so that I havo
and
him in such an irritating condition that
Heike
Also
the
be
F:en
remembered.
tie of "California Syrup of Figs,"
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH'fiflrhi-anli- t
e would cry and scratch himself until the
fllPSP RHaF!
.. ..
oiicnu
...l.ll.
m. m..
n int. u v.iiiiaius uiifiiuiin
n..uu in wllinll
Ul,!.,
uauiuo,
loud would run. Ho was very much dis-- f
ODS,
children of all ages and for grown- trust magnates escaped punishment;
Electricity plays a most imporured as the jkin would be torn from his
iups plainly on the bottle. Beware of after conviction. Then there was the
from tho scratching.
tant part. The grandfather would
counterfeits sold here. Get the genu-- ! case of Charles M. Hyde, a millionaire)
I tried all tho simple romedles that I
be amazed at the radiance of the modPHONE 85 MAIN.
ine, made by "California Fig Syrup land swindling agent of South Dakota, knewof toslopthopuinand burning; I used
and
and bathed him in soda
and the very well known case of Bank- Company." Don't befooled!
WHOLESALE
home
ern
and why all this light? To
euro
mm.
water
not
dm
but tlicy
This
er Morse,
AND RETAIL
went on until January 1912 when I began
more homelike to make
home
the
make
administration
Wilson
But
the
to use the Cuticura Hoap and Ointment,
NEWS ITEMS FROM
FACTORY WOOD
seems to operate dinerentiy. the wliich proved a complete cure In a short
SWASTIKA LUMP
most pleasant spot on earth
home
the
the
STATE COLLEGE president has just refused a pardon to time." (Signed) Mrs. Laura Stephens,
SAWED WOOD
CERR1LLOS LUMP
.Nov. 19, 1012.
for father, mother and children. Good light
Charles A. Houston and John H. Bui
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
Cut
25c. and Cuticura Ointment
State College, .V. M., Oct. 4. The Io('li- These two men and one other, 50c. arelcuraSoap
sold everywhere. Liberal sample of
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL 5IZES.
students of the college have organized D H- Jarvis, who represented re each mailed fmo, wit h
Skin Book. Adcom
Coal
desired.
the
Pacific
Coast
Ttwo
F.
Railroad
dress
S.
spectively
&
Boston."
for
the
clubs
Montezuma Avenue, near A.,
"Cuticura, Dept. T,
glee
present year,
Depot.
who shave and shampoo with Culone being for the young ladies and Pany, tIle Jomi J- Sesnon company,
will and it best for skin and scalp.
ticura
com
Heap
Commercial
Northwest
and
the
one for the young men.
The young!
men's glee club recently had Its first pany, by means of collusive bids and n
business meeting and elected Kenneth conspiracy to defraud the government,
logilvie president. It is now planned sold coal to government army and DON JUAN AND
ito make an excursion over the state other stations in Alaska, particularly
BOB HENRV
(sometime during the year and give at Nome, Alaska, at $27.00 a ton, when
in some of the larger the same grade of coal was selling in
(performances
MEXICO.
NEW
ENJOYING LIFE!
ROSWELL,
There are several excellent the open markets at Nome for $1(!.0H
(towns.
'voices
in
case
the
shows
ton.
a
The
?
the
record
few
of
and
boys,
among
Southwest.
Point
the
of
'The West
Southern California is appreciating
ithe instructors have joined the organi- - the most direct evidence of the guilt
Ranked as "Distinguished jzation. The girls' glee club is under of these men. The case is now on ap ito the fullest and entertaining handIS QUITE SO
ine direction or Miss Adele B. Medlar, peal and is still undecided. Notwltn somely, the Spanish minister, Don'
Institution " by the U S.
II
as
to touch the button and
instructor in voice, who is bringing standing this fact, and the further
10 I
War Department.
the clubs up to a standard of excel-- : fact that the rules of the department juaii uiaiio y uayangos according
is ready to cook your
of
the
that section.
newspapers
lence. Miss Sadie Stuart is president of justice forbid the consideration of
Located In the beautiful Pecos
celebration
the
and
the
for
sea
Iron
the
feetabove
8,700
Following
level,
the
Valley,
present year.
ready to use, your toasted
jan application for pardon during
A faculty advisory system has been
sunshine every day. Ones air
a case, such applications festivities at San Diego, Don Juan
of
pendency
work throughout the entire sesready for the hurried breakfast, your vacustarted at the New Mexico State col- - were made In behalf of Houston and went to Los Angeles. He traveled
sion.
Conditions for physical
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
lege for the purpose of bringing the Bullock, the department of justice over the Camino Real and the Los An- are
and mental development
students and faculty into closer touch passed on them, and powerful influin
of
arrival
his
the
tells
Times
IDEAL such as eannot be found
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat
geles
with each other.
Six or seven stu ences were brought to bear on the adelsewhere In America. Fourfollowing words:
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
dents have been assigned to each in- ministration to have these men parteen officers and Instructors, all
"Over the route of the ancient Ca-- '
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
structor, who is to act as a special doned.
graduates from standard Eastmtno Real, sanctified by the feet of
Ten buildings,
ern colleges.
advisor to them, to help' them with
The men represented themselves to Father Junipero Serra and trod by the
day and night' Estimates and full Informodern in every respect.
their problems both in the classroom be
men who could not afford to Spanish heroes of another century,
mation cheeerfully given.
poor
and out, and to see that they get the
Regents
their appeal in court. As a Senor Juan Riano y Gayangos, Span-- !
best out of the time spent in college. perfect
E. A. CAHOON, President.
matter of fact, the appealed case has ish minister to the United States,
This system, which has been employed
J. E. RHEA,
been practically perfected and journeyed from San Diego to Los An- J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
with success in other institutions, is; already
there is no further expense to be In- geles yesterday, visiting the San
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
to
at
results
the
beginning
give
curred. Not only that, but the pow Diego, San Luis Rey, San Juan Cap- . w, A. F1NLAY.
erful influences behind these swind istrano and San Gabriel missions,
illustrated
and
For
t
particulars
ns would furnish all the money nee- - where he was welcomed at each by
iub iiiBt euiH.iuuimenr oi tne
address,
ceum course to be given for the bene-- !
c6Sary if more should be required. As Castilian priests like a conquering
fit of the students of the New Mexico a matter of fact the evidence in the hero.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.
voiiese uns jear win De neia on case shows that these companies de- "Not on foot, as Father Serra wearem.
uciuut-- t
tne frauded the government of many
Alton racKara,
ily traveled the King's 'highway, or
cartoonist, will give an ilong of dol)ar8 in the past ten years, in the carreta of the dons, but in a
exhibition of his
rapid fire There fa a civil .. ainst two
power motor car, did
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
cartooning and humorous comments, comnanies now nendlna- for mo.nnn Senor Riano disturb the sacred dust
It is expected that this Will be one for tnia
N'nm
tranaantlnn of the old trail. The minister, accom
of the best numbers on the course. on
,vllich the meil were eovicted.
panied by Congressman Robert L.
The next entertainment will be Mon-- j
these facts, these Henry of Texas, President Wilson's
travllle Wood, scientist, who will give !,,, Notwithstanding
,
,
oirt personal representative to the Cabrillo
Wn
a demonstration lecture on the gyros- Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
jot powc,rfljl politicians of the western celebration at San Diego, arrived at
cope, monorail car and the
,.
,,,
.,.,...,
L,u,
9 o'clock last even-the
Alexandria
at
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
u,.0j
riuiessoi- wooa w ill ne at tne ment of Senator Jones,
and mighty hungry,
of Washington, ing,
College on October 25th.
The same paper in its next issue
and Senator Works, of California,
Professor Fabian Garcia, director Senator Poindexter and other sena-an- tells of the reception to the honored
1GMDON QASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W
of the Experiment Station,
Pro- tors however, reftiRpd
m'H
" THE ROYAL GORGE-FEATHEbnmvnii, guests. It says:
RIVER ROUTE
A reception, delightfully Spanish in
icaam n. ji. oiniBon, or tne Animal the facts in the case
Husbandry department, are in Deming
An example of the kind of tactics tone, was given in honor of Senor
Acknowleded to be the Scenic Line PAR EXCELLENCE
where they went to attend a farm-- pursued in this anneal wns th moth. Juan Riano y Gayangos, Spanish miners picnic which was held near there nd nf maldnir tho
ister to the United States, and Conrnnri
OP ALL AMERICA.
on October first. Each gave a talk
conclusive evidence that Houston him-t- gressman Robert L. Henry of Texas,
the farmers and ranchers vlio o, uooioiv-- i
last
.v re
at the chamber of comi.:
in tunning
inv
pun on merce.evening
gathered at the picnic grounds, and his own case ln tlle
The music was SDaniah nnrt
offlce of the
don
both will remain in Luna county a
EXCURSION-FA- LL
the
speeches for the most part were
attorney of the department of justice,
few days looking over
agricultural
when the case went up to pre8ident eulogies of Spain and the Spaniards.
License Numbers,
19IJ.
IO1I1,
to
Otober
25tlt
Effective September
Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
prospects.
Many of those at the gathering were
.
wn,
m.ouii, i,,,.
uuntici, i,lie DCUUltTUj 111K
'Next Door to Postoff ice.
from independent sources, and has Castilian.
Senor Gayangos delivered an adjust denied the application for pardon.
THE 'BOXCAR
One way Colonist Excursion Tickets will be on sale from
dress in fluent English, in which he
What is probably one of the most told of his deep interest in the mis(S ft STOWAWAY
Santa Fetoall points in Utah, Nevada, California, Montana,
uuusual cases which will come up in sions of California and expressed the
Idaho. Oregon and Washington.
'he term which hope that they would be restored and
New York, Oct. i. Harrv Kemp the 8UPreme court
"the box car poet," who eloped with 0)ena in a few days is ,he one in preserved. He also spoke of the
CaliiMrs. Upton Sinclair, shipped on the rvhich the col"'t must decide wno is "spiritual" connection between
Tourist Sleeping Cars between
Through SUnJirJ
fornia and Spain and expressed aplke
of
the
Parent
"incubator
Oceanic
as
a
baby"
stowaway and is now
Colorado Common Points and All Points West, with privil
preciation of the hearty welcome he
on his way to Europe. He had no v hich waa on exhibitln at the
TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
had received here.
at Intermediate Points.
ege of a ten day stop-ovbna
Pllrcnase
at
St.
Louis
exposition
but had $:s in American money
President Kinney of the chamber
nme
a&Ful'
Mrs.
'ears
nlne
New
'ears
Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
and an English sixpenny bit.
deliever an address of welcome to
"We poets mut get around in spite Ltjttie R- Bleakley of Topeka, Kan., the two
of honor. Other speakguests
SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT, N. M., AND RETURN, $12.10.
who
1,6
t0
clain,s
the
of hard times," he told a reporter jimt
mother of the ers were
Congressman Henry, Capt.
before going abroad, "and I have a ltlby' has fo"sht ln the courts for her H. Z. Osborne
and T. E. Gibbon.
244 San Francisco Street, Santi Fe, N. M.
hunch that a winter in London v,;il pnsspSsion' she appears now before
Ibe nice."
jibe supreme court as prosecuting witagainst a detective, whom she
Kemp's baggage consisted of a
'coat, some loose pi.ems .mil three charges with having kidnapped the
.books..
On the other
One of the latter was a Chin- laby from her home.
I
ese grammar, wiiit-he li ipes to hfnd Mr. and Mrs. James G. Barclay,
or Douglas county, Illinois, claim the
study between intervals of boiler
Qoino; Going- child by adoption. Barclay was an
ing.
m going to
the hish cos' of employe of the St. Louis world's fair
!
jliving," he said, by just walking and watched the "incubator baby
mite was at
jabroad at the docks and eating an ex-- ! Brow while the
cellent lunch with the rest of the first- - 'he fair in htr glass cage. Then he
The auctioneer's way was the
olass passengers while we are stea
Mrs. Barclay adopted the child
old
way.
I
the
down
Mrs.
ung
shall fade away tney declare that
Bleaklev is
bay.
For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
like the wreathing mists of dawn mistaken about the parentage of the
ihe
advertisers way is the
wnen any menial comes around for child and state that Mrs. Bleaklev's
L.
H.
GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R.. SANTA FE.
new and better way.
tickets, and inconspicuousness will be taby died a few days after it was born
EUGENE
FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX,
0r
my middle name till the pilot has been and that the "Incubatir baby" is not
Through the columns of live
her child.
dropped outside of Sandy Hook.
newspapers like THE SANTA
"Then, as we stand out to sea I shall
FE NEW MEXICAN the prosTrnipnTcn my necktie and demand
Washington suffraeiiits have de
an interview with the captain. I shall dded to open a
gressive merchnnts and manu"suflrage school,"' for
offer to work my way over by reciting the purpose of teaching advocates of
facturers are bidding for your
my own poems."
the cause how to speak and hold meet
support.
Kemp added that if the captain of ings. The school will be opened in De
the Oceanic considers the cabaret can cember during the two weeks immeThey are vying with each
get on without him, he will offer to diately succeeding the convention
other in fair and open
(NEW MEXICAN PBINTING CO.
roll up Ihs sleeves and assist the men- which wi,ll be held here by the Nation
Local Agents lor
ials in the stokehold.
al Woman Suffrage association. It Is to
A STRAIGHT DROP OF 4,000 FEET FROM THE
Everything is in the open.
be modeled along the same lines as
SKY TO THE EARTH.
They bring their claims to your
the one which Mrs. Carrie Chapman
REDUCED WOMEN'S
BAIL ON
"BAGAIN DAY" PLEA. Catt has recently been conducting in
doorstep and let you decide.
a "Elastic" Bookcase
Sky High Irving In His Parachute Drop From Roy
v
New York.
You
are
Francis' Aeroplane Every Day !
the
and Desk combined,
umpire of their
las Angeles, Cal., Oct. 4. Thanks
fate. Competition means lower
to an obliging judge who reduced their
A Desk VaU with few or
bond from $50 to $25, Mrs. Lillian
Every Woman
"
prices or better service for you.
m
many Book Units as desired.
Is Interested and should
In Prize Premiums
Lucas and Mrs. Xan Denkins did not
combination
The
only
perfect
EFsestaaC
peiej
You
know about the wonderful
win
all
the
time.
have to forego their "bargain day"
H
resk and bookcase ever made.
ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP ON ALL RAILROADS.
Marvel 5"Ntsw
festivities. They were up for disturbIt pays to read the
voucne
ing the peace. Appearing before Jusand it usually pays to trade
tice Frederickson they said that there
bUiUetwrtt Of bScm"
with the men who have faith
Address All Communications to
were some articles "on sale" which Ask ronrdrurolst for
.
ta about it,
It. If he cannot sup4
ln
their
to
enough
but
goods
Vith
needed,
that
they
nick
$50
ply the MARVEL.
NEW MEXICO.
: : ALBUQUERQUE,
FRANK A. STORTZ, MANAGER,
in their bank roll they were without accepi no oiner, nut
senctstamp for book.
funds. The justice reduced their bond.j MrtelCt44E.2USt.l.t
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Hooray! Baby To
Rule the House
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Stale ot Ohio, city or Toledo, Lucas
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IS A PICK POCKET

"But to restrict its use to that urnose I would regard that as a failure
Ion my part, and as a betrayal ot the
heal interests of humankind."
I'ncle Sam's fighting men went out
"to t ie lilgui marveling its nnu-.
lllllll'l 1,1
the ..... aim tl TlllW ,111 lf
invention.
reniarlinble
it
his
as
peace
-

Frank J. Cheney makes oath that ha
lis senior partner of the firm of F. J.
in the
Willes llarre. Pa.. Oct.
.Uc!('hpy & Co, doing business
and State
of Toledf
County
City
is
l.uskie.
under arrest and
.wars,
aioresaid, ano mat said firm will pay
has cc:; sscd 10 Hie city police that n,
,ivr HTTVOBRn POL.
sm'PesKt'llI
nidi Docket LA Its for each and every case of Ca)bio aS ),,.
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
i er. n lvnm the trade m
sua
iinrse
'
of HALL'S CATARRH t'LRE.
lug department stores here.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
The girl was caught in the act by
Sworn to before me and subscribed
i tooiivcs
and after her arrest she
in my presence, this Cth day of De-confessed that in a single day she got
ruber, A. 1). ISSil.
with
a
as
twelve
purses,
many
A. V. GLEASON,
amounts ranging from $2.50 to $10 (Seal.l
Notary Public.
in each purse. The child also show- Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- ,1,1
.1
Sh
i;..,. 1,,....
'
" ad
tle b'ood
ga've detectives a pan.oniine perform
mucous surfaces of the system.
,. she Kn,.aked!a
r,
till
Inlfi i ft..
t?.4 IUI CBtlllluiliiiin,
OIIU
jup behind women, opened their hand F J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, Ohio.
bags and snatched their purses,
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
She refused to tell who trained her
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- stipation.

The range of temperature
BLACKEST NIGHT, LATEST ASTOUNDING
yesterto 04 degrees; the
day was from
average relative humidity S4. The preNo Longer Do Women Fear The Great-eINVENTION.
of All Human Bleuingf.
cipitation in the past 21 hours was
0.2u of an inch of rain.
In the afternoon a hail storm swept qbSCUKE WIRELESS OPERATOR
which
PERFECTS INVENT1U1N
It is a j'.v and comfort to know that
Santa Fo coming with such midELIMINATES DANGERS OF SHI PWRECK IN THICKEST FOG OR
piling and olhi'l- dis- tlm
out
OF DESTRUCTION
DARKEST NIGHT TERRIBLE INSTRUMENT
imm ihat are said to nrw cliild hnur- - ;denness Mint many were caught
No wonian no..ii liii it. mid felt the illttle marbles drop;
IN WARFARE.
lug may easily hi1 avoided.
Vndiiiintcd by a succession of fail-fear the slightest discomfort if sli.' will on their big sombreros.
determinations by hints of fabulous nies, the covert sneers of scientists
By .lack .lungnie.ver.)
There was a heavy frost this moraand
fortify herself with the
who said he was wasting his time by
Valeyo, Calif., Oct. 4. A great wire- - royalties from the government.
ine
The temperature at 8 a. in. to
remedy, "Mother's I'rienil."
"But think of its possibilities in disregarding the laws of physics and
In other cities it less eye which sees through darkest
This Is a most grateful, penetrating, ex- day was 39 degres
night and fog over a radius of several warfare," argued the naval officers. the open ridielue of his fownfoik, who
ternal application that at once softens nn'l was as follows:
miles, reproducing with laithtul
"Night eyes for battleships, spying out referred to him as "the man with bugs
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spells, hut there is an entire freedom from 68- Lander,
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do it. True, I made it to give blind!
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jiuusea, discomfort, sleeplessness und dread Modena, 44; Oklahoma, CS; Phoenix, Samuel Spitz, formerly wireless
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Portland. 42; Pueblo, 4S; Rapid pert for the government nt .Mare
ships an rye, but first of all it shall would have none of dolls, but delightbabe.
41; Hoseburg. 4 4: Koswell, 54;! land navy yard, after seven years of be used to increase the security of the Pc- j crawling about her father's work
The occasion Is therefore one of unmen who go out to sea on peaceful table. Thus the three worked out. the INTERESTING
Salt Lake, 50; San Francisco. 52; experimenting.
bounded, joyful anticipation, and too much Spokane, 40; Tonopah, 50; Wiliiston.
miracle with which Spitz is credited.
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MACK IS ICE.

IS DYNAMITE AND CONNIE

"IKDAW

WHO ONCE WAS WORLD'S ' FASTEST
WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS EVANGELIST
LYZES FOR THE FANS HIS "D OPE" ON THE BIG SERIES.

BALL

PLAYER,

ANA-

(By Billy Sunday.)
Now the World's Most Successful
AnEvangelist, But Once Star of

son's Famous White Stockings and
the Fleetest Player Who Ever Wore
Spiked Shoes.
(Copyright, 1913, by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association.)
John Mcfiraw is baseball dynamite.
He is a hot headed, hard fisted Irishman who loves a fight, and the faster
the battling the brighter he shines!
Despite his fierce nature, McGraw
Is cool in action. He thinks with the
speed of a machine gun. He sees an
opening, grasps it and in an instant
lias bettered his position.
McGraw is the leading advocate of
o!d fashioned baseball brought down
to the minute.
Speed is his mania.
Errors mean nothing if a man is out
there trying. This is one of his strong
points. To abuse a player for making
an error is fatal.
McGraw proved himself a master of
men when he kept Merkle following
that famous "bonehead" stunt that
cost the Giants a pennant, and Increased his salary; he made a great ball
player by that move. He showed it
Ibis year by keeping Snodgrass when
the fans expected him to replace the
nan who lost the world's series!
' To have let
these men or any
good men go because of their errors
is like shooting a good horse after it
had worked hard all summer.
In McGraw's school great pitchers
are necessary. He has them in Marquard, Mathewson, Tesreau, Fronnne
and Demaree.
He has speed developed to the high
est notch. The Giants are hiking
along on the high gear all tlie time.
The team doesn't rank high as a field
ing combination because they play for
McGraw and not for newspaper records.
not
The Giants are pitcher-killerbecause they are sluggers, but they
force every pitcher to the limit. Once
they get a pitcher in a hole, they have
the edge, and you bet every man who
works for Muggsy gets this edge at
every chance.
Connie Mack is McGraw's opposite.
Cool, calm and studious, he betrays
1
no more emotion than a mummy.
don't believe he would bat an eye if
he saw Bender chased from the
mound in the game that meant the
pennant.
The Athletics play Mack's game
the game he tried to teach the Pirates
when manager of that team. It is the
faBt wor kof inside baseball.

"I

photo

Billy Sunday Writing His "Dope" on the World's Series As He Sat on
His "Front Stoop" at Winona, Lake, Ind.

Baker b most dangerous when cornered. He
has the power on his team to chase
pny pitcher, no matter how good, once
his boys start one of their fierce bat- ting rallies.
This was shown two years ago when
1SS7.
Matty and Marquard were beaten in
Good hard hitters and' good base games that looked like a cinch for
runners make a rare combination. them, and, while Marquard is better
Mack has them, although his learn now than in 1911, the margin of vic
does not rank with the Giants on the tory over defeat is the thickness of
one base hit!
paths.
And neither pitcher nor batter can
Mack sees far in advance. He U
uncanny in this. No one can see signs tell just when that base hit will come.
With all his wonderful skill and
of blowing tip in a pitcher seemit.gly
well within himself quicker than Con sagacity, his knowledge of players
nie, and no one will let a pitcher re- and the game, I think Mack is not
when it
to unite the equal to McGraw
main right up to the breaking-poin- t
get all the pood out of him like this comes down to delivering the punch.
1
Summed up, it's the iceberg against
same keen Connie Mack- IT") i dynamite, and I favor the explosive.
Mack is tf.e iceberg of !;:.seball.
,

is on the Ed. IJelehanty type, one of
the ball felthe old
lows.
But they don't have to drive
their men around to score, as was the
case with the Detroit champions of

fflttlOT!1'0!
NEAR

PICKS
STAFF

CHAMPIONSHIP

STAGED

HERE

O'ROURKE WON

RESERUED SEATS
FOR BIG SERIES
ARE ALL TAKEN

TO

IN FORMER

margin, the senate today passed the
urgent deficiency appropriation bill,
carrying the house provision abolishing the commerce court. An amendment retaining
the five commerce
court judges on the circuit court
bench until they resign or retire, was
added to the provision, however, following a filibuster by supporters of
the amendment.
The bill also carried, as finally
an amendment proposed by the
senate appropriating
committee, exempting deputy United States marshals and deputy internal revenue collectors from the classified civil ser
vice.
This provision was strongly
opposed by the senate Republicans.
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20TH.

PRELIM
4. Fielder
WO
Portland, Ore., Oct.
Jones, probably the greatest authority
INARIES
on baseball in the world, who has an
uncanny habit of picking winners in
A ten round bout has been arranged
the world's series, declares that in his
opinion the Giants will put it over for the 20th day of October between
the fans
Connie Mack's Philadelphia Athletics Tommy O'Rourke whom
in the coming series for the championhere will remember as the remarkable
boxer who trained our local boys Baca
ship.
"I don't think Connie Marks' pitch- and Rivera for their last contest, and
ing staff will be as efficient as in for- Pierce Matthews, of St. Louis, Mo.
mer years," declares Jones. "For that These two top uotchers clashed once
matter I hardly expect Plank or Ben-- before at Springfield, Mo., just after
der of Philadelphia, or Mathewson of O'Rourke had bested Battling Nelson.
New York, to come through as in for-- i 0 Rourke and Pierce went ten rounds,
O'Rourke getting the decision,
mer years.
"Marquard and Tesreau will be the
stars of the series in my opinion."
Fielder Jones is rated as one of the
greatest outfielders that ever lived. He
was manager of the White Sox when
they beat the Cubs for the world's
championship. Then he decided to
retire from the ball field, although offered a salary around $10,000 a year,
in order that he might look after his
lumber interests in Oregon. He is reputed to be worth close to a quarter
of a million dollars and is said to be
'
the wealthiest professional ball player.
Just now he is president of the Northwest league, thus keeping in touch
with the game he loves while watching his business interests.

New York. N. Y Oct. 4. All of the;
seats in the upper tier
cf the grand stand at the polo grounds
for the world's series baseball games
had been sold out this afternoon, according to announcement made by the
New York baseball club and there remains only the 30,000 unreserved
grand stand and bleacher seats.
It was generally understood in baseball circles today that Larry Doyle,
the Giant's second baseman, who was
1
recently injured, would surely take SENATE TAKES UP SAN
part In the series, though not In the
FRANCISCO WATER BILL.
first game.
Washington. D. C, Oct. 4 The bill
Among the bets wagered on the
city of San Francisco au
series so far was $1000 even on the granting tothe
construct an acqueduct and
Giants, placed this afternoon by a the- thority
secure water from the
atrical man.
valley in the Yosemite park national
Even money seemed to be the trend. reserve
was taken up by the senate
today. The bill has already passed
URGENT DEFICIENCY BILL
the house.
PASSES THF SENATE
Senator Pittmann of Nevada called
Washington, D. C, Oct. 4 With a up the bill and despite opposition, the
voting quorum present by a narrow senate voted to consider it, 36 to 15.
S000 reserved
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BOUT
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4

College

Wichita

73

73
0

.

Pet.
.632
.582
.564
. 530
.517
.427
.373

Pet.
.627
.

5G5

80
91

.542
.328
.485
.452
.443

300

.3.97
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William Averill Harriman, Boy Railroad Czar.
A tremendous surplus has been acNew York, Oct. 4. Bill Harriman,
;
Yale, '13, has a nice juicy melon he cumulated by the Union Pacific, and
to that is added the $81,000,000 which-,- '
to.
It's worth came with
can cut if lie wants
the sale of ' the Southern
thousand Pacific. Together the two sums make,,
$140,000,000, and several
are clam- a little "pot" of something over $140,
Union
000,000, which can either be held as",
oring for pieces of that fine melon.
But it's up to William A. Harriman surplus or divided among the stock-better known as "Bill" Harriman, for- holders by action of the executive
mer Yale coach. He holds his father's committee of the board of directors.
big bunch of stock in the Union PaThey don't have "melons" as big as.
cific railroad and has the deciding that down in Wall street every day of
voice at directors' meetings.
the year.

Where They Play Today

and a corps of assistants who institute
an investigation,
which ultimately
lands young Baird and his friend Ives
in a cell in the Toombs, where they
spend the night. The development of
the comedy from this point concern-ing the. manner in which the secret
service men are outwitted and how the
young man finally straightened out his
affairs and his affections combine
quite the most entertaining comedy
situations, which have lately been seen
on the stage. Eight months in New
7 8 2 York, eight months in Ixmdon, four
New York
Alexander and Burns;
Fronnne, months in Chicago and three months
in Boston is but a brief record of the
Wiltse and McLean, Hartley.
cities. It
j comedy's run in the larger
will be a notable cast and a notable
At Chicugo
ft production, and theatergoers of this
. ... 1
Pittsburgh . . .
for
0 city will have a treat in store
.... 3
Chicago
Hendrix and Simon; Pierce and them'
Archer.

POWER HOUSE OF
COAL MINE IS
BLOWN TO PIECES

Today's Games.

Oct. 4. The
New Haven, Conn,,
University of Maine Bent its football
team here today for the first time,
meeting Yale in a game which afford
ed opportunity for the side line critics
to compare the development of the
game with that of Harvard, which defeated Maine last Saturday 34 to 0.

Harvard vs. Bates.
American League.
Oct. 4. The
Cambridge, Mass.,
strongest eleven Harvard has gatherAt Detroit First Game
ed since the game with Yale last year, Chicago
5
7 3
lined up against Bates in the
7 13
3
Detroit
today.
Beiiz, Cicotte, White and Schalk;
Dauss and Gibson, Stanage.
Princeton vs. Fordhafiri.
At Detroit (Second game)
Princeton, N. J., Oct.
5
2
1
weight was expected to give Prince- Chicago
0 6 1
ton a victory over Fordham when, the Detroit
two teams met here today.
Russell and Easterly; Williama and
Stanage.
(Called end of sixth inning on acPennsy vs.' Lafayette.
4. The count of darkness.)
Pa., Oct,
Philadelphia.
Pennsylvania football team, which
At Philadelphia
was defeated by Lafayette College
10 7 5
eleven last year 7 to 3 expected a hard New York
8 8 5
game with the Eastonian eleven today. Philadelphia
Schultze and Sweeney; Brown and
Lapp.
Cornell vs. Oberlln.
Ithaca. N. Y., Oct. 4. Oberlln faced
At Washington
Cornell here today with Bix veterans
..9 13
of the eleven which ilast year defeated Boston
.10 18
Cornell 13 to 0. Cornell's coaches de- Washington
Anderson and Snell; Williams, Bent-leyclared that today's game would probKngel, Griffith and Henry, Ryan.
of
ably decide the definite make-uthe "Big Red" team for 1913.
At Cleveland (First game)
4 10
2
St. Louis
Providence, R. I., Oct. 4. Brown Cleveland ...
5 12
2
Island game postUniversity-RhodBaumgardner and Agnew; Cullop
poned until Wednesday October 8.
and O'Neil.

Today's Games.
Oct.

4.

Final

scores

Princeton,
Princeton 6; Fordham 0.
Hamilton, N. Y.. Oct. 4. Final
score: Colegate 2; Amherst 0.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 4. Final
score: Pennsylvania 10; Lafayette 0.
Annapolis, Md., Oct. 4. Final score:
Navy 0; University of Pittsburg 0.
Oct. 4. Final
New Haven, Conn.,
score: Yale 0; University of Maine 0.
Williamstown, Mass., Oct. 4. Final
of
score: Williams 20; University
Vermont 0.
Ann Arbor, Mich., Oct. 4. Final
score: Michigan 48; Case 0.
Lafayette, Ind., Oct. 4 Purdue, 26;
Wabash, 0.
Iowa City Final Score: Iowa. 45;
Normal, 3.
Cambridge Final Score: Harvard,
14; Bates, 0.
Ithaca, N. Y., Oct. 4. Final score:
Cornell, 37: Oberlln, 12.
Des Moines, la. Filial score: Highland Park, 0; Parsons, 0.
Minne
Minneapolis. Final score:
sota, 25; Ames, 0.
Columbus.
Final score: Ohio State
5S; Ohio W'esleyan, 0.
Pa. Final score:
State College,
Pennsylvania State 48; Carnegie T.
I. 0.

Syracuse.

University
College

score:

Final

18; Hamilton 0.
Lewisburg, Pa.
"TOMMY" O'ROURKE.
Conqueror of "Battling" Nelson.

ITopeka
Sioux City

Pet.
.667
.387
.370
.531
.457
.436
.424
.331

foot
ball with all its noisy trimmings got
its real start in the middle west with
National League,
nearly all the leading elevens in ac
Pittsburg at Chicago.
tlon. The Indiana Chicago game was
Cincinnati at St. I,ouis.
considered the "first of the struggle of
Philadelphia at New York, (2).
importance. Kentucky State will be
Illinois' opponent at Urbana. Mlnnesn
American League.
ta will play its second game of the
Chicago at Detroit (2).
season, meeting the weakened Ames
St. Louis at Cleveland (2).
eleven at Minneapolis.
New York at Philadelphia.
Wisconsin will get into action for
Boston at Washington.
the first time, meeting Lawrence at
Madison.
The University of Nebraska nieeis
Washburn College at Lincoln.
Perdue meets Wabash at Lafayette.
National League.
Notre Dame plays Ohio Northern at
Notre Dame.
At New York
(First game)
Minnesota plays Ames at Minneap7
2
Philadelphia
olis.
12 8 2
New York
Michigan plays Case at Ann Arbor.
and Killifer;
Brennan, Marshall
Missouri plays Drury at Columbia.
Crandail and Meyers.
Iowa University plays the Iowa
State Normal at Iowa City.
At New York Second Game
5
9 0
Philadelphia
Yale vs. Maine.
Chicago,

FIELDER JONES, GREATEST AUTHORITY ON BASEBALL,
GIANTS BECAUSE HE THINKS CONNIE MACK'S PITCHING
NOT AS EFFICIENT AS IN FORMER YEARS.

$140,000,000

Standing of the Clubs.

FOOTBALL

PICK THE GIANTS," IS WAY

HAS

New

Mass-Tu- fts,

Hampshire Slate, 0.
Washington, Pa. Washington
liminaries to this contest either of
2fi; Dickinson. 0.
which might ordinarily figure as a Jefferson,
main event. Baca and Durand who
have twice clashed iu the local ring
will go on for six rounds. And "De
mon" Rivera who surprised the fans
recently when he met Young Joe Rivers and stayed eight rounds, will be
pitted against some suitable opponNational League.
ent.
Won fxist
Club
"Tommy" O'Rourke whom we now
3 Oft
HO
hail w ith pride as a Santa- Fean, has New York
S8
02
met and defeated such boys as Tommy Philadelphia
Sfi
65
Trendall, Tommy Chicago
Sullivan,- - Harry
73
Daly, Dell'' Gardner, Monty Dale and Pittsburg
82.
many eastern buys and is one of the Boston
S4
0"
few men in the world who has the Brooklyn
K7
64
right to style himself "Conqueror of Cincinnati
t. Louis
..4!) !)0
Battling Nelson."
Matthews insists on bringing a refWon Lost
Club
eree from St. Louis. He is smarting
9fi
under his former defeat and will make Philadelphia
64
effort to retrieve it. The jWashlngton
every
S4
63
weight will be 135 ringside, which ('Seveland
70
7!)
will be giving Matthews a few pounds ('.ston
72
77
advantage but at that O'Rourke is su- I'liicago
fi4
86
premely confident of victory. A sub- jltroit
"
94
st. Louis
stantial side bet will be posted.
94
36
No fan in this state should miss this New York
event for it will in all probability be
'
Western League.
years, if ever, before an opportunity
Won Lost
is offered them to witness a contest
Club
62
101
between men of the class of Tommy .Denver
72
!1
and Pierce; and that the go will be Des Moines
77
the best boxing bout ever seen here if, St. Joseph
N6
79
a foregone conclusion.
Lincoln
S4
7S
Omaha
X

The Athletics are sluggers.

HARRIMAN

1913.

(i.

Medford,

.

PORBOAOWfrH

YOUNG

4,

BASEBALL

HINEP

I PICK THE BIG EXPLOSIVE FOR

OCTOBER

SATURDAY,

Syracuse

Final score: Buck-nel- l
Lebanon Valley

46;

0.

At Cleveland, Ohio Final score:
The contest here will be for a sub- Alt. Union, 13; Western Reserve, 3.
At South Bethlehem, Pa Final
stantial side bet and will be staged at
the Elks' theater and promoted by score: Carlisle, 21: Lehigh, 7.
Y. University
of
William Gregg. There will be no picRochester, N.
ture show that night and the entire Rochester, 3S; St. Lawrence Univer
evening will be given over to a fistic sity 0.
carnival. And there will be two pre- Hanover, N. HJ Dartmouth, 53;

READY MONEY"
IS ANOTHER GREAT
PLAY COMING

9

Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 4. County authorities are making an Investigation
Into the explosion that last night blew
inn the nowder house and nartial.lv
wrecked the store of the Primrose
Coal company at the prjml.0Se mine
,
The d
thir(v milt,s nort. of
struction of property is believed to
have been the work of striking miners
but no clew as to the identity of those
who set off the powder and dvnamito
has been found. A number of arrests
may follow.
The loss and damage to property is
'estimated today at $1700. Operators
Colorado are.
throughout southern
concerned by the explosion last night- fearing that attempts to destroy
be made elsewhere.
Th'e officials of the United
Mine
Workers disclaim knowledge of the
affair.
Officials of the American-Victo- r
Fuel
company and the Colorado Fuel and
Iron company today made emphatic
statements that they had no intention
of signing contracts with the United
Mine Workers or recognizing the union. The statements say that more
men are coming back to work.

j

MRS. PANKHURST
NOT LECTURING
FOR HER HEALTH
Paris, Oct.

4.

Mrs. Emmeline

Pank-hurs-

prop-erty..-

t,

the dispatches
the
from New York today, reporting
commotion among the American suffragettes caused by the large fees
which the suffragette leader is to receive for her lectures, commissioned
her daughter Christabel to explain her
point of view.
"The women's movement is an international one," said Miss Pankhurst,
"consequently anything contributed by
Americans to help win the woman suffrage campaign in England will help
the cause throughout the world. England is more conservative than any
other country. If women suffrage
should be obtained there it will be
easier to win elsewhere."
Miss Christabel says that Miss Joan
Wickham, of the women's social and
political union, who is arranging Mrs.
Pankhurst's tour is receiving more invitations than it is possible for Mrs.
Pankhurst to accept, in spite of the
fee asked. She adds that Mrs., Pank
hurst has no doubt she will be freely
admitted by the immigration authorl- ties.

after reading

GROUNDED LAST

NIGHT AFLOAT
TODAV. ALL WELL

4.
The Pacompany has
s
received the following wireless
from the purser of the Spokane,
which went aground on the east shore
of Vancouver island last night:
"La Touche transferred passengers
back to Spokane, which is proceeding
to Seattle under her own steam."
When the ship struck, her wireless
operator sent out the wireless call,
which was picked up by ships and sta- tions all along the coast.
The freight steamer La Touche was
first of the relief ships to reach the
She took on board 79
j'Spokane.
BROKAW RELEASED
from the Spokane, the trans-ife- r
being made in small boats.
WILL SUE FOR
of the
Forty or more passengers
FALSE ARREST Spokane refused to leave their com- fortable quarters for others on the
The salvage steamer
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 4 Fred freight boat.
Brokaw. alias Fred Bolev, held here .Salvor has gone trom victoria to asfor extradition by the state of Penn- sist the Spokane.
sylvania, on charges that he robbed a
Pittsburgh merchant in a hotel there, IMUROVING SCHOOL PROPERTY
was released today by order of a poAT N. W. CORNER OF PLAZA.
lice judge on his own recognizance.
About $300 is being spent in imHis counsel gave out that they would proving the school board property at
bring suit against the Pittsburgh chief the northwest corner of the plaza, the
of police and the Pittsburgh citizen board
having decided that it was just
who identified Brokaw's photograph as well, to be
getting some revenue
in the Pittsburgh rogue's gallery as out of it as to leave it
standing idle.
that of the man who robbed him, for This does not mean that there is no
arof
on
false
$5,000 damage
grounds
hope of the property being selected
rest.
as the site for the new federal buildnotified
here
The police department
ing and post office, but as it will prob
were
the judge that they
requested by ably be a matter of two years yet be- - ,
to
hold
Brokaw fore the
the Pittsburgh police
building would have to be
and that the matter was still in the vacated, should it be selected, leases
hands of the district attorney there. are being made in which that continThe court held that there was nothing
is expressly stated. Five rooms y
to show that either zeal or expedition gency
have been taken by the Pecos forest z
was being used to press the case, and
supervisor and his force, and two y
that Brokaw's alibi was so strong (hat other
leases are in prospect. The V
he ought not to be held unless further board also granted the request of Col.
evidence against him was forthcom Twltchell, president of the exposition v
ing.
managers, to allow some model work 5
to be done in dhe of the big tinusued
CELRICHS DISMISSED WHEN
rooms at the ftest end of the build- -

Washington,

D.

C,

Oct,

cific Coast Steamship

mes-sag-

i

William A. Brady, Ltd., announce
the triumph of two countries, "Ready
Money," James Montgomery's comedy
of love, risk and thrills, which also
touches on the financial end of our
every day lives as connected with the
affairs of the heart, will receive its
first presentation in this city on Wednesday, October 15.
"Ready Money" is described as a
comedy in three acts. The scene is
laid in the room of Sam Welch, the
son of a New York millionaire. It is
New Year's Eve. Stephen Baird, own
er of a Skyrocket mine, is penniless
and Is forced to decline to join in
the New Year festivities. James Mor
gan, from whom he has borrowed mon
ey, is going to foreclose on the mine,
when Jackson Ives, a man of the
world, induces young Baird to accept
loan of $30,000 in counterfeit
money. "When you have money, you
don't need to spend it; you need only
to show it," says Ives. The sight of
such a pile of money brings all of
Baird's friends clamoring for shares
in the mine, and the curtain falls with
the balls ringing in the New Year.
In the second act, New Year's day,
CASE WAS CALLED TODAY. ing.
ii
Baird has taken in so much for shares
in his mine, that he becomes fright-4.
Herman
New York, N. Y., Oct.
ened and endeavors to return all the
checks to his friends. The sight of Oelrichs, millionaire law student at
all the money in his possession, how- Columbia University, was discharged CHICHESTER
BKANn.
A
vranu for a
LAdlcal Auk
ever, makes them confident that the ir. police court today when arraigned
Itaoa7Braa4Z4V
1MI1 in Red ind Vml4 meullic
mine has become productive and they on the charge of stabbing Lucille Sinboxes, wiled with Blu Ribbon.
refuse to accept anything but stock. gleton, daughter of a Texas mine
Take
o4hr. Rav mf vmv
UruMrlNl
His association with Ives brings down owner. The case against young vet
IHAMONO ItRAND PILLS, for It A
of
yttrs known M Best, StlCtt. Always Reliable
upon his friend's apartments the chief richs was dismissed at the request
SCIT V. nW!0KTS evesiwhbie
of the United States secret service District Attorney James O'MafleJv Ki
1

S PILLS

yr

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

4,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

1913.

K. M. CHAPMAN

UNI1ED

Does a General Banking Business.

BEST

Your Patronage Solicited

I
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IN
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We Carry

(ItHt

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

President.
J. B. LAMY,

E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
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Xow-lil-

t.

THIRD

Santa Fe

ANNUAL

CONVENTION

OF

j

umiotmce

OF NEW

j

MEXICO FEDERATION

WOMEN'S

CLUBS

WILL

MRS.W. LINDHARDT

OF

OPEN

125 Palace
Chapman.
BRILLIANT PROGRAM TUESDAY AT
Second Prize, S'lU.nu Desimi .No.
SCOTTISH RITE CATHEDRAL
Carlos Vierra.
loon and buy
drink over the bar,
.No. i),
Third
$HU'lO
li'BlSU
Prize,
provided, of course, they act in an
3 furnished rooms for light housekeeping,
College St., 4 Carlos Vkrra.
FOR RENT
orderly manner. They can demand
$18.00 per month.
the same service in any public store
Fourth Prize, $T,on Not compi'teil PROMINENT MEN AND
FOR RENT 5 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights,
'11" a man.
his is lie decision
for,
$20.00 per month.
WOMEN ARE SPEAKERS- l- '
AUorney Woo,
Xo. 3S,
Fil'lh Prize, $5.1111 Design
electric
So it may come to pass in (.amor-FOR RENT 6 room unfurnished house, bath, range,
lights Jill. F. Herehtold.
nia, that women chewing ihe eds of
$35.00 per month.
Honorable Mention.
the
annual
The
third
program for
stogies, eating free lunch
FOR SALE 300 acres good land near Roswell on the Pecos river,
Designs, numbered as follows re- - convention of the Xew Mexico Feder-;0I- Pittsburg
the elbow., or exchanging the time
land well fenced, artesian well flows 350 gallons per minute,
reived favorable mention:
rtion of Women's clubs which will be
dav with the barkeeper will be no
small house, 8 acres of alfalfa and 20 acres under cultivation,
71.. R. Patterson, .Maxwell, X. M. he ld in Santa Fe Tuesday, October 7, ofunusual
occurrence.
all can be irrigated.
Pricj $11,000.
.11
Earnest Tascliek.
to Friday, OctoberlO, has come from
lo Albert KeingtU'dt.
!the presses of the Xew Mexican.
It) .Mrs. .lames Seliginan.
The cover is printed in gold and
2ft T. A. Hayden.
bears a picture of the rising sun with
27 Thornton Malt by Victory,
tiie attractive
slogan: "The Desert
2S Antonio Windsor.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
Mr. and Airs. .M. Illack of San 1'ran-- ;
Shall llloom as a Rose."
II Carlos Vierra.
ihe hrst session will open at 2 p. cisco, are visitors in the city.
Hi
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
Carlos Vierra,
Ml', ami Airs, oeorge v
uuuiej 01
in. Tuesday. It will be at the Woman's
17
Carlos Vierra.
Hoard of Trade where the meeting 0f Ktmsau City, are at the De Vargas,
189
J.
SI
Kale Muller.
Phone,
Sheriff Jesus Romero of Albuouerthe executive board of the federation.
5:i
Kenneth M. Chapman.
,H
regmiereu ui uie .iiomezuma
At 4 p. in. the Council
be
held.
will
:
:
119 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
.VI
Kenneth M. Clianman.
Dr. M. H. Lloyd is in Alhwiuerriiio
of Fires" advisory board will meet.
Thank Contributors.
attending the annual meeting of the
At S p. in. in the Palace of the Go1 1
The judges will make a more ex
1 1 1
state medical association.
t
of
ses
the
the
formal
vernors,
opening
Dr. F. E. Alera left yesterday for Al-- ;
(tended report on the results of the con- sion will be
made with a series of
test later. They wish, however, to
to attend the annual meet-Jubu()uenue
For
the
as
follows:
state,'
thank each and every contestant for: speeches
of the state medical association.
for
the
Covernor
.McDonald:
city,' Air. and .Mrs. Thomas Hamia of
their designs, and regret they ware
President, A. li. Renehan, of the conn-- ; I .amy, are
unable to award sixty prizes.
registered at the MonteC. L. POLLARD,
R. J. CRICHTON,
L. A. HUGHES,
The prizes will be paid next week, cit for the Woman's Hoard of Trade,! zuma. Air. ilanna is a well known
iat the time the designs go on exhibit Airs. Arthur Seligman, president; for; merchant .and is a brother of Justice
President.
Manager & Treasurer.
Secretary.
ion. Watch the Xew Mexican for thr'""' Santa Fe Woman's flub, Mrs., llanna.
I.oi-ire-- ;
C.
Collins,
president.;
time and place.
Aliss Kirko, secretary of the V. AI.
......
o
I...
I,,.,
uy t.,,. o. (v.. v..
Ai , A Ibu cji iret tie, is here for a
,...UUm(.
of 11,0 cl0Vl8 Woman's club; Mrs. W. Vw ,avs In ,,,
hltm,sts of
JUAREZ POLICE ROUNO UP
J. Fugate. president of the Federation,
Kaniziltiol). 8he is a gn?Hl of the Kev,
DOZEN BUNCO MEN. will deliver the
uddress.
president's
rs j j snmer
;an(
At
I
'Uat.hPT: ,)ankl,,. all(1 ,,..
Jln'iu,;'
,here wU1 1,e an '''formal
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 4. Following
tendered
the
by
delegates
reception
to;
clmm
ja(,osa Springs, and
the robbery of H. Coleman, a Detroit, the Woman's Board of Trade and the
i,0
,iaj.lt,.r, jhsb Klsit, iU(.u.,.,
bunco men, .Santa Fe Woman's club.
Mich., man by Juarez
(INCORPORATED)
jnave 0(,pn Ul(1 nolllil,
for olle
American Consul T. D. Edwards to-week, of .Mrs. Joseph Hersch, left for
Wednesday's Program.
day asked that Juarez police make
'
at Pagosa Springs yester-wil- l
On Wednesday the morning session tl,eir
war on the bunco men. The request
.
begin at ) o'clock at the Scottish
was immediately granted and a round-ur- A- Wheelon and Airs. J. H.
Alrsof questionable
Americans in Rite Cathedral and will be devoted loj
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
are today entertaining the
business matters. Committees will be
Juarez followed, a dozen or more
Wallace club and the Santa Fe Wom-and
officers
of
read
reports
Coleappointed
men
arrested.
bunco
being
at ,ne h"m' of Mls- Wheelports of standing committees will i""'s cll',,
man says lie was robbed of $200 in
Buildi
k,. a. risice, who
and
"onor
!""
made.
Roofing
Cement,
the Juarez cockpit. Three alleged
Shingles,
... .... .a....
In
be
will
the
there
alternoon
bunco men escaped to El Paso in an
aj
tor
"
visit.
'"tended
of Every Description.
ing
automobile when the campaign start-- j ."general session" beginiiing at 2
Oakley, manager of the
clock t the ScntHsh Kite Cathedral.
ed.
company, lett tor
The general topic is: "The Woman's fu,la ' u
1
to Rttpn(1 t0 ""'"
iCii.b As a Factor in Xew Mexico Edu
)mk
all(1 also to taliH a vacation,
RESCUED AFTER WEEK
lie will
v.,..!,,,,- i,o f.,11,,,,.
ue gone about a niontn. He was ac
IN COAL MINE
by discussion.
jcompanied by H. A. Merrick, a class
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
Other features are as (allows:
mate, whose home is in New York.
(Continued from page one).
An organ solo by Airs. Van Stone; Mr. Merrick waB so pelased with this
breasts of coal gave way. Tosheskyifl paper on "The Rural Schools," by country that he says he does not see
fQTYour Business
"My (Mrs. S. F. Culberson, superintendent how he will be able to live in the east.
said, through an interpreter:
Mrs. Katherine Patterson and Mrs.
dinner bucket and cot at the bottom '.ot the Roosevelt coifiity schools: a. f
R. If. Ityrd have gone to Iteming to atthe breast were lost as the coal per by Airs. R. J. Palen,
Foot of Montezuma Ave.
Phone 100 and 35 W.
Irushed. I had all my mine tools with ot tile Santa Fe board of education on tend the ,'lillh annual convention of the
me and my lamp was burning. I had "The City Schools." Then there will New Mexico W. C. T. V.
Airs. Max Nordhaus, who was oper- a half quart of oil in a can by my side be a vocal solo by Airs. Roy Prentice,
and sizing up the situation, I found o! Las Vegas; a paper on "The Higher ated on Tuesday al the sanitarium is
I was entombed in a space seven by It'stittitions," by Airs. W. O. Oldham
reported to be well on the road to refifteen feet. I had been
entombed president of the Pecos Valley Mothers' covery.
twice before and rescuers soon got club; a piano solo by Airs. G. W. Fren-mVI. S. Groves leaves this
evening for
out. I felt that they would again ger, of Las Cruces, and an address "As his home at Carlsbad, called there by
me.
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tendered the delegates and members panied him.
And we will show you how much you can save. Espewas a dismal period from then until of the local federation clubs by
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rescuers drove the borehole evnm. and Irs. McDonald at the exe
cially
Read
Alexander
and
Hugh
Williams,
through. After I got several drinks (.u(jVP mansion.
others will leave tomorrow for Albu:of eggnoggs I felt like a new man.
Thursday's Program.
querque to attend the state meeting of
The business session will open at the Knights of Pythias,
the Scottish Rite Cathedral at 9 a. m
Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
At 2 p. ni. at the same place there
uuirviruvuuuuunjic
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
will be an interpretive
recital of ruiuuixurnj-LrFOOT-EAS- E
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Ada
Mrs.
"La
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Hohenie,"
by
CO.
HAY
The Antisepticpowrler Fhnken into Pierce Winn, of Albuquerque. This is
Remthe shoes The Standard
given by courtesy of the music class
- - Galisleo and Water Sts.
for the feel for a quaru-M. O'CONNELL,
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Sold of the Santa Fe Woman's club.
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Main
250.
Phone,
everywhere, l'r. S:imt!e l'Kl'.l'..
will go on an
Address. Allen S. Olmitnl. I.e Kov. X V. ;i p. in. the clubwomen
The Man wlio put the EEs In FEET nutombile sightseeing trip around the
city, new and old.
At 8 p. in., Colonel Ralph E. Twitch-elwill deliver an address: "Some
State Assets," at the Scot
INSURE WITH HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
Xeglected
KAUNE & G8. tish Rite Cathedral.
H.
Airs. Winn will
sing some American Indian Bongs by
Cadman. Another feature of interest
Where Quality gGoverns the Price will
be some typical Indian dances by
Ii'dians from the pueblo of San llde
and Price the Quality
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O. C. WATSON & CO.
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unit
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PHONE

ST.

180.

e

WILL MAKE AN ATTRACTSee our display
IVE GIFT.
of Necklaces, Cuff Buttons,
Stick Pins, Lockets, etc., made of Oold and Turquoise. All
articles have been made at our store, and touristsare invited
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
pieces of jewelry.

! FILIGREE JEWELRY

I H. C. YONTZ,

JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.

PERSONALS

'

u

210 SAN FRANCISCO

Ave.

AI.

CO,

W,LL BE INTERESTED IN OUR FALL AND
WINTER FABRICS AND STYLES JUST RECEIVED FROM DAVIDSON & CO., THE FASHIONABLE TAILORS OF CHICAGO. We recommend this
brand of tailoring because of the maker's ability to please
and satisfy EVERY CUSTOMER where others FAIL.

White Ostrich Plumes.

TIih jiidws of tlip
Architectural Prize cutest
the following winners:

i

GOODS

I
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We Also Clean
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DRY

FIVE

ORDER YOUR FALL SUIT NOW

MILLINERY

GETS SECOND PRIZE.

SELIlli

ADOLF

Everything in

NEXT WEEK

VIERRA

DESIGN-CARL-

PAGE

j

THE STAR BARN
VV.

A.

,,,.,

HEADQUABTBRS FOR

(la--

PROPRIETOR.

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PONIES.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

,,

Lumber and Transfer Co.

-

-

GENERAL LIVERY

:

..,..,

WILLIAMS,

PROMPT

Re-

SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

aHENRY KRICKg
OP

DISTRIBUTOR

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Waters made from Pure Distilled
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Manufacturer of

all kinds of Soda

water.

-

Plaster,
Materials
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AGENTS the FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
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Denver & Rio Brands R.R.
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cottisti Kite

Solicited."?!

Masonic Reunion
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For
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Flour

ALLEN'S

AND GRAIN

THE SANTA FE

New

Mgr.,

,
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pack

N. M.,

October

I2th-22d,l91-

3.

For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of
for the round trip from the following
ONE FARE AND ONE-FIFTstations:
Farmlngton, Aztec, N M., Durango, Colo., Antonito, Colo.,
Espanola, N. M., and all directly Intermediate stations.

1

C,ov-ith- e

Hav, Grain

Santa Fe,

SELLING DATES:
From Farmington to Aztec, N. M., Oct. II, 14, 16, 20.
From points Durango to Osier, N. M., Oct. 13, 15, 17, 21.
From Antonito to Espanola, N. M., Oct. H, 16, 18, 22.

US5

Return limit, October 27th.

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N.

M.

CANNED

S.

For a small premium we issue a Policy covering your Household possessions against Burglary and Loss through Sneak
Thieves and Servants. We also issue policies protecting your
open Mercantile Stock, Contents of Safe, etc.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,

ix!

HAS IT.

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,: HAVWARD

01N STATE

::::

N.lfl.

6 TO II, 1913.

One Fare for the Round Trip from All Points in
New Mexico to Albuquerque and Return.

From Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

DATES OF SALE, OCT. 4TH TO 11TH.

RETURN LIMIT, OCT. 13, 1913

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
W. R. BROWN, G. F.

&

El Paso, Texas.

P. A.,

H.

S.

Elberta

N. M.

Special Excursion Rates

$3.45

fonso.

Peaches

FAIR

Albuquerque,

OCTOBER

GOODS

That

Did You Know.

Af ent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

LUTZ,

Are Now

Friday's Program.
The session on Friday will open at
the Cathedral at 9 a. m. and the delegates will listen to the final report of
the rd tails committee. Then new
business will be disposed of. The re
port of the committee on resolutions
will be read, delegates will be elected
t the biennial convention, and recommendations as to the next place of
meeting will be beard. Then the session will be adjourned.
Officers.

The officers of the New Mexico Fed
eiation of Women's clubs are:
President. Mrs. W. J. Fugate, of
Mrs.
East Las Vegas;
C. E. Mason, of Roswell;
recording
secretary, Mrs. Rupert F. Asplund, of
Santa Fe; corresponding secretary,
Mrs. P. L. Myers, of East Las Vegas;
treasurer, Mrs. Ada Bittner, of Albuquerque: auditor, Mrs. M. W. Porter-field- ,
Silver City; general federation
secretary, Mrs. Anna Hagerman, of
t,

At Their Best
This week we will surprise you in the way of
QUALITY

Roswell.

The Committee.
The committee on arrangements for
convention is comWill be good color, firm the forthcoming
as follows: Mrs. Rupert F. Aspposed
free from
,
lund, chairman; Mrs. Arthur
president of the Woman's Board
of Trade; Airs. Lorin C. Collins, president of the Santa Fe Woman's club;
Mrs. W. H. Pope,
Mrs. E. C.
Best Canning Pear. Mrs. J. R. Abbott, Mrs. James SeligThis Week-T- he
McFie,
man and Miss Conrad.

and

defects.

Selig-tian-

Fancy Bartlett Pears

H. S. KAUNE

a

WOMEN

GO.

Where Prices ar Bst
For Saf Oualitv.

MAY BUY
DRINKS

OVER

BAR.

Rolling In
iiiliitiiMtiintiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiHiiiiiiiMMitiiii

Tomatoes, Corn,
Peas, Wax Beans,

Etc., already in.

KANSAS
AND
UTAH TOMATOES
the

All Solid Pack, not
"Puree of Tomaloe"

124cf

10c,

String"

10,

124 &20c

Beans and, Wax Beans,

Evtas,

!24&

15c

THE FIRST LOT

HEINZ

Studebakens

15c

PER CAN.
New Corn,

Towns full of
Studebaker Farm Wagons, Studebaker Buggies and Studebaker Delivery Wagons.
and every owner of a Studebaker vehicle
is proud of it. Because he knows it is the best.
Studebaker wagons and buggies are built on honor
sixty years
of wagon building, and you get the benefit of this
experience when you buy a Studebaker vehicle
Whether you live in town or country; whether you wnt a
work or pleasure vehicle, there's a Studebaker to ill your require-

and with the experience that comes from

OF

MINCE MEAT
IS HERE!

Oct in while the getting is
good. You know where

...........

Modern Grocery Co.

Oakland, Cal., Oct. 4. "Women have
the right, now that they have the
"The Quality Shop"
franchise, to walk into a cigar store,
PHONE 262.
buy a cigar, and walk down the street
- fhru
saa
Into
it.
may
go
nn
They
ismoking
nji ruvuinnnnuinn n n n n r
1

Farm wagons, contractor's wagons, trucks, municipal
ments.
vehicles, ice wagons, dump wagons and carts, road oilers, buggies,
depot wagon, surreys, pony carts, runabouts we make them alt.
also harness, for any sized animal, for any vehicle, of the
same high standard of quality as the Studebaker vehicles.
Sec our Dealer or write us.

STUDEBAKER
KXW YORK
MINNEAPOLIS

PALLAS
CHICAGO
SALT LAKE CITY
SA!

South Bend, IncL
KANSAS CTTT
FRANCISCO

DKNVER
ORE.

rGE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

SIX

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.
Santa Fe New Mexican
LLEY RANCH, IV. 1VE.

!

1SB

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Poatotfloa
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
The New Mexican Review
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano

ESTABLISHING

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for .fishing.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
5.00

Dally, per year, by mall
Dally, tlx month., by mall
Weekly, per year

tt.51

10

Dally, par quarter, ky mill
Dally, per quarter, ky carrier
Weekly, tlx montht

S1.M
SUM

Booklet Free on Request

MB

To men of integrity and capacity In their business, this bank is always
success of their under
ready to extend such credit as may be essential to the

takings.

3

THE

opened its doors again for the winter sion that may prevail because of the
character of a great deal of our town
session.
we rise to state that
Since closing for the summer, the 'conversation,
rooms have been redecorated and fur- grammar is being taught in our pubRaton
nish and present a most inviting ap- lic schools, notwithstanding.
pearance. It is the Intention of the !5ange.
Couldn't Get It Over.
club to offer during the coming
An Aztec girl was
talking to a
and
months, a place for strangers
those who want a place to go to have Flora Vista girl the other dayr
the opportunity to enjoy an evening in "Why weren't you at the dance last
K" repuea.
'10
pleasant surroundings where they will '"S"1-- '
be received with hospitality and can!"""- I ad a dreadful accident, I sat
lne anvil auu a mosquiiu uu me
have the heneftr of trnnd leading and
and T couldn't get my new skirt on
games of various kinds.
over the bite." Aztec Index.
The employment and information
Get It First.
the
will
be kept up during
department
the
A man up in Ohio has beaten
u eve., n,
ope,,
,adie8 a whole mile by taking prizes
umue tu iimiits tne ciuu tin uioii uiut.ii at fairs for
embroidery. He does not
of profit to those who may come ai
oare to compete with amateurs. He
well as a place of sociability. Any
advises his competitors to get a repuwho have magazines to give will reRock Island Tribune.
tation.
ceive the thanks of the club if they
Something Worse,
will donate the same for its benefit
The correct nronnnclntion of Huerta
ana any conmnuuons or money win is ..wherta.. but raost of the
peonle
oe graieruny receivea as me inienuon
, call
this COUIltrv are jnciille,i
is to make this an institution of value him
somethiug a good deai wors- e.me
10
community.
(Montoya Republican,
The rooms of the club are in the
She Needs It.
basement of the Methodist church and '
If anyone needs your sympathy and
will be open every evening of the
it is the public school teachweek. All are invited to come and support
er, no difference whether it is a city
make themselves at home.
'school or a country district, the trials
It is in the minds of those who have '.ol
a school teacher are manifold and
Initiated this movement to endeavor to severe.
The teacher has to deal with
make it the starting point for a Y. M.
of every home in the
C. A. and surely no aim could he more mismanagement
rliotflnt and in inn mantr n.aca has. Ihn
That may come In time and bad digposition of the
worthy.
t8 a8 vve!1
it will not be so difficult a thing if 'aB
the fauHs of the scholars to contend
the people give to tins embryo Institu jwm,So(orro Chieftain.
tion their support ?nd encouragement
Get a Fair.
At all events It is a most worthy
Almost every progressive county in
and I hope it succeeds in a ful'
measure. It is in keeping with the N'ew Mexico is having a county fair.
San Miguel is in line to the same end.
progresisve thought of the present
you love your county and city and
day. It is for the uplift of all people jPo
'town, do you want them to grow and
and there can be no motive that is
prosper? Then get to work and help
higher than that.
fair. Don't kick, don't grumble,
The name is indicative of just what ithe
in
ii intended, for there is no more im- - don't preach failure, but get right .with the procession and work cheerand let us unite and make a great
roatoJ
RlBndpr w) "hM' t.
.
, ..
, ,,
, ,
(success of this movement and demonlui- uie
uuuu reiiowsmp
umo.
sfrate there is good, virile, red blood
in the veins of the peop'e of San
AMONG THE EDITORS. Miguel. Las Vegas Democrat.
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PHONES:
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

EXCELLENT ENDEAVOR.

,
,
,
The systematic and practical efforts put forth by the board of directors
show
the
will
results
that
to
Sail
Dieao Kxposition are sure
bring
of the
state of New Mexico in a new and brilliant light to the people of the
country.
was
The first step, taken at the meeting held here a short time since,
has
time
that
at
of
of
the
building
selection
The
style
starter.
a splendidl
has
cleared llie way tor other work and the style of architecture adopted
commended itself to every one who saw it.
a
Added to the preliminary labor the board has been at work getting up
;
.series of letters and advertisements which will be sent to different por-of our
tions of the country for the purpose of cabling attention to the plans
to be
directors relative to the manner in which the New Mexico exhibits are
displayed.
of the,
Col. Twitcbell has prepared these papers with the
,,ri tt.v Mill he sent out at once, with the idea that these admir
will give
able plans will' be seen and understood at a time when the people
attention to them, and in the plan of the coming itinerary to the big fair,
u.-.v
i. included ms the showing to be made will arouse an un- ikhhI :imiimt of interest and those things will be brou. Slit to the attention
want
of the coming tourists whirl! will arouse their curiosity and make them
to see more.
loose
The commendable feature of the exhibit of t,is state is the cutting
method of showing what a state has by the exfrom the old and worn-ouwhich
hibition of products piled up to view, and the substitution of pictures
of the re-- j
will give a reproduction plainly before the eye of the visitors,
sources and the tremendous possibilities of this state which are now so little
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FIRST
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$245,000.00.
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The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
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He My mind is filled with you
a'one, darling.
She My! Am I as small ns that?

v

THE BYSTANDER

SEES

OF

Jl

Ma.j

-

AS

II la,
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CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS,
BEAT

I

GONFIDENGE

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

"All of Today's News Today"

BUSINESS OPFICE 286

CREDIT

BEGINS

The chief function of this strong bank Is to provide credit for worthy
commercial enterprises and industrial developments.
Young men and women and young business concerns are Invited to open
accounts with this old reliable institution, which is willing to lend its customers financial assistance to the limit of their responsibilities.

General Manager
Editor

J. Wight Giddings

EVERYONE

TO-DA- T

President

Bronson M. Cutting

I

!

THAT

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Charles M. Stautter

4, 1913.
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Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

i

The Open Fire.
You can brag about your starry skies
And sing the summer breeze,

that rise
O'er rippling lakes and seas,
The nights of summer you may toast
I'ntil your voices tire.
But after all 1 like the most
The autumn blazing fire.

And sing the August moons

Large Sample Rooms.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

ANNOUNCEMENT !

INSURANCE

MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

.lust let me sit before the grate
MMEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
And watch the flames ascend,
will not bemoan my fate
And
Has
The Best That Can be Bought I
lagmi at a Great Expense,
understood.
That summer's at an end.
AT ANY PRICE
MARCUS
The action of the hoard in getting into the campaign early is another I'll heave no sigh for moonlight
CATTON,
commendable feature of the work and cannot fail to have its effect.
streams;
Famous
Son
of
the
Take no chances on either
We will be advertised thoroughly long before the travel actually begins
My summit of desire
state
when a small amount will give
and those starting out on the exposition trip will do so with our big
CATTON,
"BILLY"
to sit and dream my dreams
Is
just
of all the
in mind and with the intention of making it one of the best known
you the protection that you
Before an open fire.
who will manage his billiard parneed, and when you do use inplaces to be visited in the wpst.
lors and instruct tiiose desiring to
Edgar Guest in Detroit Free Press.
surance get the best, as it is
This plan of campaign cannot do otherwise than have its effect when the
learn the game. AH new tables,
the cheapest, and
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
line of travel is marked out and the tourists begin their journey.
I'll bet that every person who reads
.
0
the little verses quoted above can feel
lounging room for those who cater
ALWAYS SEE
to the pastime.
the full significance of it and can
THEY
DO?
WHAT WILL
nothis
of
it. There
catch the spirit
that the Democrats failed to carry out their radical program.
"Suppose
EVERYONE WELCOME I
,
.....
....
,.,
... nm- - m.rtv? I rfniiht it. The people wish ir.g like the open fire and everybody
win me cu.imu .u.u.u ... ........ t,.
De Var
influence.
at
the
its
feels
Up
of
the
to
risk
Office United States Bank Building
consequences
to try some of these new ideas and are willing
Sa..ent haB mlt a flre Dlace
e'a'
(FIRST PLOOK)
mwmmmmmmamm
thf
their proving disastrous. T,e Republicans have not given them theour (Re-qkiiiii
room formerly used as the writ
follow
j
who
has
tiou which wisely or foolishlv they wish. If the Democrats
.
..
purchased the Insurii;g room and has opened an arch beshould the people nun 10
nuhlicanl example it need surprise no one
ance Business of the L. A.
.
,
.,
,
o Itween that and the lobbv and the d
1
i.
I'rogressive party In fact, tu s is tne only directum in wuicu i vu raUicdis
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
TUCSON CITIZEN ISSUES
A Little Earlier.
future for that party. If the Democrats prove radical, intelligent
uuu its it IS ill pieseill in wiy Binning.
goodcompanies.goed protection
BOOST AND BUILD EDITION
a
ot
out
to
turn
power.
then,
will not vote
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nave 10 gei up earner
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"
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being
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short "me 'i
rived at the Xew Mexican exchange
are being recognized by those the lobby glances about and heads Springer Stockman.
Simply goes to show that the new conditions
A
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the
and
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European Plan.
chairs are not all occupied, sits down
WOODY
STAGE
mn& strongly that the past year
Considering the number of states- ,
,
Meals At All Hours.
touch with tne political su,uu...
f
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t,
a prosperous one m the sister
baze
men
who
De,n
are
to
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a
make
noise
t
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trying
people
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It shows that the new trend ot thousht
Connecin
Rooms
and satisfactlou and like Lincoln, it would make Abe un- state, if one may judge from the re
Elegant
Prom
be reckoned v..tl .
,,
recognized and that they will have to
out a paper to read or just gives easy could he see it. Portales Her- sume of progress and development
tion. Steam Heat,
.
been
.loped
not
do
yet.
has
TO TAOS
BARRANCA
Democratic
of
party
the
The actual policy
found within the Citizen's pages
We
,nfluence of reverie ald.
Electric Lights and Baths.
one
touch
Qf
f
the
r
))Iueg
and
the
Citizen
lmla
hag
peoto
thoroughly only as it touches the tariff and the currency.
Rockefeller
congratulate
South
North
Blame.
Meets
Both
of the settlement of our
RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
What will be the action regarding the question
The Pullman porters are reported ple of Arizona on their progress, and
aa
up-towaid
Trains.
efforts
Bounds
the
our
lands;
public
fire
tg to be organizing a union. Probably hope for an increased measure of the
reservation policy and that of
24 1 San Francisco Street.
feelng
toward he "U8
Leaves Barranca on the arrlvsl '
Near S. W. Corner Plaza,
,,,e cheer. The feeling is universal
due to the fact that John D. Rockefel- same In years to come.
lift in the social and industrial conditions; the attitude cost of
and
nto
the
Hung
the
north bound train and arrlvts at
the regulation of big business; the Inquiry
a
out
mm
ler,
Jr.,
wmmmmmmm
recently passed
mmt
will be the things w m U wll
ese
g tip. Johnson's
Subscribe for the Santa
fhat pvery
g
Wp
the regulation of the child labor law.-thJabs,
at 7. p. m.
Taos
Albuquerque
or
failure
success
the
interest the people of the country and upon which
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
gayg. ,.j am gojng (o haye a Herald.
miles shorter than any othsr
Ten
fire place In it."
Grammar Still Taught.
the time and works for the upbuild
the party now in power will largely depend.
Good covered hacks and gooa
way.
are growing constantly
the
of
party
lines
the
that
to
unmistakable
Just
is
naw
Advance
of
our
Stat".
correct, any misapprehen- Ing
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teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
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Prof Bainer was followed by Miss
senger traffic was fully in keeping
in-C. H. WILSON
with the Jaw. He was taken before and Daniel O'Bannon went on afoot.
' tain to the prosperity of our irrigation
Ayres, superintendent of
rest.
with
the
intellect-whand
Secretary
Justice Massie and a fine of $20 im O'Bannon had been deputized as cor- dustrial education for New Mexico, farmers, to their social
to
the improvement
posed. From this verdict of the court oner by Justice of the Peace George
delivered a most entertaining and ual advancement,
man
a
to
business
every
Fe Gamp
Henry A. Johnston,
Santa
the defendant appealed, but, heeding R. Craig, that the body might be instructive address on what domestic ot the home and fireside and
lite in this of L'Anse, Mich., writes: "For years,
W. A
M.
13514,
the advice of friends, reconsidered, brought back if found.
science does for the children. She surrounding agricultural
for
has gotten a roley's Honey and Tar Compound
meets second Tuespaid the fine and had his child vacNo inquest has yet been arranged spoke of the many fine crops grown in great valley. Deming
al progres-thfamily
coughs and colds has been
cinated. It was an unfortunate affair, for.
day each month, sothe Mimbres valley, but suggested that habit of being a leader in
medicine. We give it to our children,
cial meeting third
but if the authorities failed to enforce
best crop of all was the crop of sive movements and we are just
Funeral arrangements will not be
who like it on account of its pleasant
the law in this particular instance they made pending an effort to get in touch
Tuesday at Fire
bovs and girls. She compli- ing up our reputation.
would but throw down the bars for a with the dead man's relatives.
man's Hall. Visit
institute with ttste, It is a safe cure for coughs and
Red- mented County Superintendent Grace
Although this one .day
.
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general disobedience of the law.
neighbors welcome.
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dinger has a sister in Keokuk, la., and G Goebel by saying that there had its many lectures 01 deep interest luiramo.
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time,
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more than $500.
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month at the
mountains to act as cook for Gordon domestic science should be taught in
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and Graham, who, however, had come every rural school of the state. She
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
into town before he wandered away said that local merchants should al-Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
expecting to return that day.
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While awaiting advices from his fact that, the home community should
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"I gave Governor Sulzer by check
How Lydia E. Pinkham's
Fabian Garcia, director ot' hortiFourth Friday of
culture at the Agricultural college, for $J,ri00 with the understanding that
the month at 8
Compound
PRISON
he was to do with it as he liked," said
held the large audience for
o'clock p. m.
Restored Their Health
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felt weak and was prison reform legislation, will begin in horticulture.
term Ausburn prison lection of fewer varieties, and urged
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very irregular. Af- a
the necessity of an understanding
ter taking five bot- tomorrow.
vaof among all farmers that the same
The consent of Superintendent
tles of Lydia E.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
riety should be selected by all in orPinkham's Vegeta- State Prisons Riley and Warden
Lodge No. 259. holds Its regular
has been obtained. The prim- der to establish a better market conble Compound with
'meeting on the first Thursday of each
Liver Pills for con- ary purpose is to determine the psy- dition. He especially urged the growj month at Fireman's ball at 7:30 p. m
stipation, I felt well chological effect of prison confinement ing in this vicinity of pears, peaches,
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
and strong and have upon a man.
prunes and plums. He spoke of the
come.
Mr. Osborne outlined his purpose Rartlett pear as being standard, and
no more female
BENITO ALARID, President.
troubles. I hope today to the convicts and, while con- suggested that they be planted in
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
the trees
every suffering woman will give your ceding that there are many short- rows 20 feet apart, and that
ODD FELLOWS,
medicine a trial. I give you permission comings in such an experience justiNo. 2, I. O. O. F.
to publish what your remedies have fied his purpose by this statement:
w
-ROY Slims, R.
"I have the feeling that afer I have
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regularly
No. 6, Box 34, Zanesville, Ohio.
really lived among you, marched to
the same lines, shared your food, gone
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
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or six room
FOR KENT Three
ApIk.iis", t'uniislioil or unfurnished.
ply it. s. I.owitzki, 22fi San Francisco.
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FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION

Re-Uni-

on

October 15th to 25th

"

Wealthy Me.m-- i
eking early marriage. Dig lia
.Mission I'nity, Sun Francises

MAUUY--Hundr-

hers
'free.
f'al.

si

eds

FOR .SAI.K A Victor Victrola and
good selection of n cords, practically
inew, cheap, if taken nt once.
Inquire

h

I

r,

Santa Fe avenue.

r

FOR SAI.K Two good stoves.; one
Mil. Kstate Oak, coal; one large east
iron, wood. C. K. Linncy, 21H Griffin
I

street.

1

FOR SAI.K A match team of good
sorrel roadsters, weight about 1000
pounds, seven years old, with harness
cash takes the outit.
and buggy.
Inquire IIS Santa Fe avenue.
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If you are lonely, the relia- Marry
club has
bio confidential successful
jlarge number of wealihv. eligible niem- "ls lm,h SM,'S' wisliiii ear,y mar- -Mrs. Wruirhige.
Descriptions free.
bel, Hox L'C, Oakland, Cal.

s

Val-nur-

teach several
WAN'TKl) 1 will
young men the automobile business in
tie. weeks by mail and assist them to
good positions. Xo charge for tuition
until position is secured. Write today.
R S. Price, Automobile Expert, Box
4C3, Los Angeles, Calif.
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three-fourth- s

exA few
SALESMEN WANTED
perienced high class advertising salesmen to sell finest line of calendars,
l ank supplies,
leather, cloth and
estab
wooden goods and novelties;
lished territory. Apply quick. Economy Advertising Company, Iowa City,

-

-

Man-zan-

for ToDRAFTSMEN'
Prepare
examination
pographic Draftsmen's
Demand
"nited States departments.
exceeds supply. Next examination
next March, flood salaries, short
hours.
Apply to James Uallance, Box
Ml, San Francisco, Calif.

-
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Iowa.
Active, ambitious men to sell
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

To,-!..,-

1

EDWARD

8

1

Chai. F. Easley,

.

EASLEY

&

H.

Easley,

aw.

Attorneys-a- t

N. M.
DR.

W. HUME

BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
Rooms I, 2 and S.

-

Phone Red 6.
Office Hour! g a. m. to
And by Appointment.

I

S

p

....
av

KIDNEY PILLS SUCCEED.
Because they are an honestly made
medicine that relieves promptly tho
suffering due to weak, inactive kidneys and painful bladder action. They
offer a powerful help to nature in
building up the true excreting kidney
tissue, in restoring normal action and
relieving bladder discomforts. IKY
THEM. Tbe Capital Pharmacy.
FOLEY

j
j

THESE TWO

Chat.
EA'JLF-Y- ,

Practice in the Courts and oefert
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined-SantFe, N. M., branch Office, Eiti-cla- ,

d

14-

P. DAVIE8,

City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

A

,

excep-tonall-

high class groceries direct to
consumers.
our
Liberal advances on orders;
bonus system big feature; permanent
lositions; best season at. hand.
AVrite the IHO HOI'SE
today for
Particulars, naming county desired,
mporters, Manufacturers, Wholesale
Grocers.
JOHN SEXTON & CO., Chicago, ill.

YOUNG WOMEN

REFORMER"

Vegetable
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three-quarter- s
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A. T., & S. F. R'Y

ver
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m.
3 carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-of- f
with
Albuquerque
train tor Clovls and v'eeos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
No.

4T

m.
rir-ryin- g

Home-Keepin- g

j

-

HO

2
E

1

Trj

For quick results, a

"WANT."

Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbeund
El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 1:35 p.

Leave

1

"r

1st, 1913.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.

d

z n

January

'

m.

Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fs 12:30

Leave

a. m.

Call "Central" forTrain
Reports.

PACE

F. ANDREWS

SECOND JUDGE IN
5TH DISTRICT
iMUST BE PAID

Grocery, Bakery and Market,

Auto Delivery Every Hour

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

!

game warden the names of reliable
men who they want named aa depu
ties, who will assist in seeing that the
game laws are not violated.

OFFICIAL.

ISSSSEBBES

The attorney general has rendered

to the state auditor an opinion regard
ing the payment of the salary of Judge

EVERYTHING
THERE IS TO EAT!

Richardson, the additional judge
in the fifth judicial district, provided
for at the last session of the legislature. It appears that no specific appropriation was made for the additional judge, although an appropriation of $36,000 was made for the pay- meat of the salaries of the eight
judges. The opinion rendered by Mr.
in
Clancy la very lengthy. However
it innv be said that he refers to
the fact that the constitution fixes the
salary of the district judges as well
He then says: "In
as other officers.
border that the state government shall
igo on, it is essential that these salaries be paid, and it is inconceivable
'ilmt the legislature by inadvertance
or intention, can be allowed to para-- :
lyze the state government and stispend its operations through a failure
I am of the
to make appropriations.
opinion that this legislative provision
las to salaries must be considered as
authority
'the superior controlling
which will justify you in drawing warrants for the salaries of all such c.on- stittitional officers as long as there is
'any money available in Hie state treas- ury."
In conclusion he says: "Therefore,
I conclude
that you should pay the
salary of Judge Richardson, not only
at the present time but for the future
bp long as he remains in office and as
long as there is any money available
in the state treasury for the payment
of salaries of district judges, and that
this is true of all other district judges,
whether the legislature has made any
specific appropriation for such salaries
or not."
It will be seen from the reading of
the above that he has also ruled on
the omission in the appropriation bill
of 1913 for the salary of the district
VZT.A
judges for the second fiscal year. In
some manner in engrossing the bill,
the specific appropriation for the district judges was omitted, and although
the second fiscal year does not start
until December 1st next, there has
been considerable speculation as to
the outcome as regards paying the
judges.
James A. French, state engineer,
accompanied by Bridge Engineer J.
W. Johnson, left this afternoon for a
road inspection trip. They
will visit Albuquerque, Socorro, San
Marclal, inspect a hridae site across
the Rio Grande in Sierra county,
travel along the borderland route and
where several
probably designate
thousand dollars will be spent in ini-road.
proving this
visit Silver City, double back to El
;Paso, thence to Alamogordo and Uos- well, before starting for home. ,

4"a"

G. A.

-

AUTO DELIVERY

Try Our

:m

Senice

Bps!
The Tests of Plumbing Equipment
and
taste of

1.
Does it satisfy you? The appearance
good
the fixtures should be in full accord with the other furnishings of
home.
your
2.
Would it receive the approving glance of your friends
nd guests.5 The bathroom is an index of your regard for appearances but more than that of your regard for cleanliness.
1.
Is it free from annoyances
of all kinds; no odors, no leaks, no
fixtures inconveniently placed?
Jf you cannot say. Yes to these
questions take up the matter with us
and we wil1 furnish estimates on satisfactory, creditable, convenient fixtures
of 'Standard" make installed with
thorough honest workmanship.

SANTA FE
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HARDWARE
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COMPANY.
'Stomtard" "Vera'
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mar- -
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Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,
MODERN

AND

ten-day- s

MANY

intra-stat-

MONDAY

SPAIN'S
RAPIDLY

MINISTER

OF

HONOR

ARE

SELLING

IN SANTA FE AND ALL

o

V-

McMAXTJS.

Superintendent.
Seasons.
The open season for deer with horns
commenced October 1st, and will continue to November 15th, a period of
1".
days. These may be killed with a
igun only, and the limit is one deer a
season to each person.
The wild turkey season will not open
util November 1st. It lasts to January 15th.
The grouse season is still open and
will not. close until November 15th.
The iuail season opens November
list, and lasts to and including Janu--

"The 'seat sale' has been most
Ibern are few tickets left;
the banquet to Spain's minister prom
ises to be a great success.
it.
In t bese worus
of the good work of representatives
of the chamber of commerce ana ol
the citv of Santa Fe to welcome His
Excellency, Don Juan Riano y GayanUnited
gos, Spain's minister to the
States, who will visit the oldest city
Monday night.
Mr. C'artwright is the chairman of
the arrangement committee and spent,
this morning motoring around calling
on various committeemen to get their
views and to give directions.
"The seat sale was not. satisfactory
until we adopted the plan to have
two long tables and many smaller
tables at which parties could gather
and dine with the greatest of pleasdiure. It has been said that good
on cheerfullargely
depends
gestion
ness and that element of good cheer is
the one most appropriate to welcome a
distinguished guest to Santa Fe.
"From all reports received there
refreshwill, he suitable viands and
ments: there should be nothing lackto our
ing to make the affair a credit
city."
Tables Numbered.
Tt bus been arranged to place large
,
nwr the tables so that the
banqueters may easily find their
plates. The affair is to be held in the
large dining room of the De Vargas
nr the entrance will be the
lintci
long table at which will sit the minis
ter and officials who extend tne
welcome to him; at another big
table, placed at the north of the
room, w ill be places reserved for some
other officials, judges, et al., of
throughout
Then, scattered
which
(the banquet hall will be taWes at
eight persons may sit. In the center
will he three tables at which only
'four may sit. At the first of these
facing the guest of honor and the
table will be the "press table"
bearing the number "13."
"At first it was decided not to have
any number 13," said Mr. Cartwright,
!"but later this number was considered
appropriate for the beloved scribes,
who will have to work, taking notes,
while the others in the room enjoy
the oratory."
It Is said that the newspaper men
are preparing to send Mr. Cartwright
n round robin of protest, asking that
if it comes to the worst that the number 13 be changed to 23.
Begins at 10:30.
The banquet will begin at 10:30 and
It
when.
will end no one knows
seems to be the general opinion that
after the banquet there win ne no
time to have a "little dance" as some
There- sts have sueeested.
tore, 11 nilglll Ue UlUUY ISituie lu umifi.
alone one s victroia

lii'"

.

I

31st.

ror-jm-

pronii-inenc-

year-roun-

i

S.

LEO HERSCH
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For quick results,
little "WANT."

RETAIL

and Salt.

CORNER PLAZA.

-

1,.,,-t-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes

SOUTHEAST

P-

HOTEL DE VARGAS

AND

flic anwnii

MISS A. MUGLER

nome-maa-

Adal-bert-

j

WHOLESALE

i:u.,

Clff,

"

j

1L

Miss a. Mugier.
!
Money and wings Those purchas-ers WtlOSe, money acvmn iu 11 J w"t.'
mc .,.,, ri.
can remeny u uy reauuiR ,1...
Wood-Davi- s
Hard
Hiinup fin. of the
ware company. It's good logic. Today In another column.
It pays to give proper food to the
chickens. Eggs are scarce and .wC
a dozen. Gormley's Egg Producer will
produce. Order now. Phone 19V7.
Break up colds remarkably quick.
Cure la grippe, headache, and neuralgia. Zook's Cold Tablets. Get a box
todav. Zook's Pharmacy. Inc.. succeed
ing Fischer Drug Co.
MILLINERY AND PATTERN HATS
CHEAPER THAN EVER AT THE
IWHITE HOUSE.
.
To Loan $G00 on improved

J

-

The duck season, and this includes
iwater fowl of a.'l kinds, is open now
and will continue so until December
LARGE LOBBY
Kith, when it is closed by the new
federal game law, although the New
AND VERANDAS
Mexico state law would have allowed
cluck shooting until to March 81st.
COMFORTABLE PORCH
The dove season closed Septembel
Special Deputy Named,
SWINGS and ROCKERS
has HO, although there is said to be ground
R, P. Donoho. of Tucumcari,
jbeen appointed special deputy of the for believing that doves are rlassed
Service and Cuisine
state banking department, and placed as migratory birds in the new fed
the Best in the City
in charge of the First State Hank of eral game law, although the secretary
Ample facilities fovlarye
and small banquet..
Tucumcari, which closed its doors of agriculture lias not specified the
day before yesterday. L. n. Wootters. regulations governing the hunting ol
(deputy bank examiner, took charge these hirds. The state game warden
yesterday and after consultation with lias called his attention to this fact
parties interested. R. P. Donoho was and his reply will be published as soon
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES
placed in charge pending the appoint-Imen- t as received. The new federal game
Room With Bath, $3 00 Lip.
of a receiver by the court. His law is very brief, and in substance
BY THE WEEK
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.
Ibond was fixed at $25,000. Mr. Woot gives the secretary
of agriculture
B9SE28E OHHHBHHBBMB
ters will return to Santa Fe tomorrow. power to make regulations for the protection of nil migratory game hirds,
and migratory Insectivorous birds
Foreign Corporation Enters.
The Railway Ice company, of New- These regulations have been made and
a foreign corporation, although the wild pigeon and the dove
ton, Kansas,
has entered the state, and has filed the are classed as migratory game birds,
necessary papers with the state cor- in the detailed outline of the open and
poration commission. Tts agent is 13. closed seasons, no mention is made
D. Oldham, of Clovis, X. M.
of their seasons, although the banded
tailed wild pigeon is protected by a
closed season until 1918.
Summoned to Leavenworth.
The trout season Is also still open.
A. Grey, district enginer in
Glenn
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
the hydrographic survey, Chas. C but will close on October 15th.
John L. Zimmerman, A. S.
Catron,
and
bulk
&
in
field
seeds
packages
ALFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden
Kirkpatriek, of the state enginer's of- "GRANDFATHER"
fice, and C. B. Linney, of the weather
CLAUSE (N U.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
bureau, have been summoned to
Leavenworth, Kansas, to appear beSUPREME COURT
fore the federal
grand jury in the
is
he
charged
Mounday case, in which
Phone B,ack with selling New Mexico land through
Washington, D. C. Oct. 4. The fedPhone Black
eral government's effort to prove that
misrepresentations.
45
"the grandfather clause" of the Oklahoma constitution violates the constiValencia County Schools.
States, was begun
The nreliminary report of the school tution of the United
in the supreme court today with a
situation in Valencia county has been
brief filed by Solicitor General Davis.
'received by the state educational
The circuit court of appeals for the
in
session
school
shows
It
certified to the suJin 14 districts, with 24 teachers. Four ninth' circuit has
of the validthe
court,
question
preme
school,
months'
nine
districts will hold
of the Oklahoma
amendment
the
of
ity
four
two will hold for eight months,
constitution which grants suffrage to
for seven, two for six, one for five and
of
The
average illiterate and other descendants
one for three months.
those who were entitled to vote prior
teacher's salary is $61.70. Saturnino to
January 1, 1866.
Baca is the county superintendent.
The solicitor contends that the en
!The school census of the county is
tire provision violates the fifteenth
3593 as compared with 33S8 last year.
amendment to the federal constitution
guaranteeing suffrage without discrimIn U. S. District Court.
ination as to race, color or previous
The habeas corpus proceedings in condition of servitude. The effect
of
the case of Stephen Canavan of A- the
"grandfather clause" he adds, is to
lbuquerque, which were argued for the exclude
practically all illiterate nepast two days before Judge William
groes and practically no illiterate
H. Pope, will be continued Monday
white man."
New York, N. Y Oct. 4. The stock
when certain papers in the case will
market closed weak. Stocks sagged
be completed.
27 TO BE ARRAIGNED
decidedly today, after the market
AT HOUGHTON TODAY. during the early trading had shown
School Enumeration.
Calumet, Mich., Oct. 4. Mass pick- ian
advancing tendency. The up turn
'
Five counties sent in their 1913
and peaceable parades featured was neither broad nor vigorous and
eting
! ! !
to
school enumerations this morning
today's activities In the copper strike v.as Interruptd frequently by small re
the state educational department. zone.
How can I heat and cook 'aster, better, cheaper?
Troopers kept the mass pickets actions until In the second hour the
follows: Chaves county,
as
are
They
t
Let
on the move and outside of a fight be- course of the market was shaped
demonstrate to you their Cook Stoves,
15402 In 1913. and 5980 last year; Va.
South Bend Malleable Ranges and Oak Heaters; they are not betdownward definitely.
lencia county, 3593 in 1913 and 3388 tween a deputy and a striker, there
in
men
ter than the best, but better than the rest. They have a gerat vawere no disorders. Twenty-seveAnnouncement of reduction
2303
in
Torrance
county
last
year;
and
riety of models at almost any price.
1913, and 2465 last
year; Roosevelt arrested at the Wolverine mine last prices of various steel products
Don't think that old range is "good enough for you." The, differ-as the result of a clash between jasesrtions that further concessions
1913
right
3033
last
in
and
2543
county,
ence in fuel alone In six months will pay for a new one.
several hundred strikers and a small might be made on account of the new
year; Guadalupe county 4383 in 1913
;
Besides, remember there is a great difference between "the mail
and 3470 last year. The five counties force of troopers, which followed the tariff schedule were chiefly responsi-order guarantee covering defective material and workmanship" and
18.224 persons of school age in aecidenal injuring by a soldier of a ble for the turn in the market after
totaled
their "guarantee of perfect satisfaction." Always dependable.
of strength.
1913 and 18,338 in 1912, a decrease in child of one of the strikers, will be ar- its early manifestation
Tressure on TT. S. Steel, which fell beraigned at Houghton.
the five counties of 114.
low 58, caused more general selling
of the minor steel stocks, among
ARMY
MONTENEGRIN
Form Game Protective Assn.
which losses ran from 1 to 4 points.
PARTIALLY REMOBILIZED
The lovers of hunting in Quay coun-- :
reports of
ty have formed the Quay County Game
Cettinge, Montenegro, Oct. 4. Par- Additional unfavorable
of the Monteneg- earnings made by some southern lines
Protective association, according to tial
a letter received by the game warden rin army was organized
today by actuated the downward movement
from C. C. Chapman at Tucumcari. royal proclamation.
The document among the standard railroad shares.
They ask for literature regarding the says the step has been "in conse- Reading lost 2 points and Amalgamatopen seasons, and state that in a few quence of events transpiring on our ed 12.
I Bonds were
steady .
days they will forward to the,'state eastern frontier."
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just asking why those electric lights
bave not been installed on car 1014,"
said Mr. Williams. Mr. Lutz grinned
a he replied. "Well, they will be there
The day or the oil
before long."
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lamp on trains is passing.
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Santa
at
Special train arrives
afternoon sunny weather is much more ANY EASTERN CITY. THE WHITE
Fe at 9:30.
suitable for band concets than at HOUSE.
Formal calls.
night.
Miss Goebel's Party Miss Dorothy
X
Banquet, 10:311.
Furnished Room, 104 DeVargas St., Goebel entertained some of the high
RobJustice
Chief
T.
Willison.
Mrs.
V
150W.
Phone
Speakers
school boys and girls last evening, at.
THE LARGEST AND BEST LINE her home on College street. A deerts, II. E. Don Juan Riano y X
AND
B.
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DRESSES
Hon.
Catron,
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nc
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lightful evening was spent in playing
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anfl fortune
telling. Later
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A
Hon.
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v
Ilenehan.
FOR SALE
was serveu, which
canny
as
191.1
good
model,
cero.
Touring Car.
had previously been prepared for the
new. G. C. Crume, Santa Fe.
Band concert, First Regimental
occasion. Afterwards the boys pro
furroom
Five or six
WANTED
band. 10:00 a. m., October 7th.
duced from capacious pockets boxes
care
nished house. L. R. Lighton,
Address by His Excellency Don
of marshmallows which they toasted
Montezuma hotel.
Juan Riano.
before a roaring fire. It was time to
AbIn District Court Judge E: C.
Automobile trip to Tesuque, 11
say good night before the young peobott is today hearing the case of
no one had indulged
a, m.
de ple realized that
(
vs.
Antonio
2
Baca
C.
de
hotel,
in the irresistible rag.
Luncheon, De Vargas
Romero.- The
Ascension
and
Baca
ni.
? case is an injunction suit over a
.
Visit to Old Palace and outer
at Cienega. Attorneys Renehan
m.
points about city, 3 ::',() p. automo- and Wright represent the plaintiff;
Leave for Lamy in
Attorneys Prichard and Howard apbiles, 5 p. m.
pear for the defendant.
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Dinner at Lamy, li:o
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supplies and
batteries. Gnagey and Ervien.
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See the Turkey
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4, 1913.
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DRINK
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Express Hearing.
informal hearing on
express rates in New .Mexico is being
held today before the stnte corporation commission. The whole matter
of express rates in New Mexico including merchandise and special rates is
under discussion, and It is said to be
extremely likely that a reduction in
most of the express rates in the state
will be made as a result of today's
meeting. Those present besides the
three members of the corporation
commission, were N. K. Lockwood,
traffic manager of San Francisco; E.
of
R. Jones, general superintendent
Los Angeles; A. T. Payne, district superintendent at Denver, Mr. Hislop,
district superintendent at El Paso, W.
('. Long, local agent, all of tie Wells
Fargo Express company, and J. A.
Porter, traffic manager of the Globe
Express company from Denver. The
Wells Fargo representatives also represent the Adams and the United
States express companies, which companies have comparatively small mileages in New Mexico.
Apply For Parole.
Santa Fe. N. M., Oct. 1, 1913.
To All Concerned:
The following prisoners have ap
plied for parole. Action on same witl
be taken at the meeting of the board
of penitentiary commissioners on Oc
tober Hth, 191!!:
John Moore, Eddy county; Alejan
dro, Grant county; Patricio Gonzales,
Guadalupe county; Juan Trujillo, Lincoln county; Sembrano Vigil, Lincoln
county; Ohmer McGary, Cbaves county; Frank Rogers, Grant county;
Salas, Grant county; Florencio
Aragon, San Miguel county; John Calcounty; Chas.
laway, San Miguel
Jiauth, Colfax county: "Beaver" (Indian), McKinley county; Celestino
Vigil. Lincoln county; Adenago Martinez, Lincoln county; Francisco
Valencia county; Juan Lechuga,
Filadelfio Rivera,
Grant
county;
Vnion county.
An
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BE SURE.
SHOES THAT FIT, KEEP THEIR
SHAPE AND HAVE THE STYLE FOR
LESS AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
Oil. Ever try
Olive
Get good
Squibbs? Fine. You pay a trifle more
n toow noth
than for an oiive oi

lHHUt
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THE
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M

8, ,0. V.SHIIA

CO.

distinctive

in mereliant tin- about, but isn't your health worth
.
it? Zook's Pharmacy inc., succeeding . .
tmg quality is apparent m
Fischer Drug Co.
Honor For Mrs. Victory Mrs. Wil-- j
Ham Cumming Story, president gen-- ;
Interior construction,
eral of the National Society of the!
tailoring and trimDaughters of the American Revolution,
has appointed Mrs. John P. Victory aj
ming, sho facilities
member of the National Old Trails!
and economical huying
Mrs. Elizabeth B.
Road committee.
Gentry, of Kansas City, Mo., is the;
chairman of the committee.
first two affect the
The Pioneer Bakery, formerly An wear and
appearance of the
drews bakery, offers bread, cakes and
clothes the second two
nies at lowest wholesale rates. Every-thing the best. Patronize your home
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HARVARD
ALL
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UNDERWEAR.
(LORD & TAYLOR1
THIS IS WITHOUT ANY QUESTION
MADE.
THE BEST UNDERWEAR
THE WHITE HOUSE.

purse.

Ed. V. Price

8

Co.
Art Class Meeting The art study
class of the Santa Fe Woman's club
will meet in the Assembly room of the offer these
School of Archaeology Monday after
advannoon at 3 o'clock and hereafter on the very
first Monday of each month. All wishand
it
tages
ing to join th!g class are requested to
will
pay you
be present as the arrangements for
the coming year will be discussed.
to test them.
For Fine Kosher Sausage and Deli-- j T
eVrw
catessen Meats try the Modern Mar
ket. Frank Maurer, proprietor.
you
Lights Not on Yet Chairman Hugh
H. William of the state corporation MCCLINTOCK
& WRIGHT
commission Avas at the Santa Fe deto
BLOCK
this
CATRON
afternoon, talking
Agent
pot
Harvey Lutz. "Is he trying to sell SANTA FE'S EXCLUSIVE MEN'S STORE
was
a
"I
a
asked
friend.
ticket?"
you

rLUWJtSKS i
The Clarendon Garden.
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SANTA FE, N. M.

PHONE 12

WALL STREET.

That Burning Question

xi i m um YOI

viONY ANY

CAiHER, THAN
TO DEAL VITH

'

Beacham-Mignardo-

The Reliable Hardware Store.

'

.

CVWT CJET

WE WANT THE PEOPLE OF THIS COM UNITY TO COME IN AND
TO
IT MEANS
DOLLARS
BUSINESS WITH US ONLY BECAUSE
BUYING AT A STORE WHERE YOU PAY MORE FOR THE SAME
THEM
QUALITY OR GET POORER HARDWARE FOR THE SAME PRICE THAN
WE WILL GIVE YOU IS LETTING YOUR DOLLARS TAKE WINGS AND
HUNT AROUND ALL YOU WILL, BUT YOU MUST COME
FLY AWAY
TO OUR STORE TO FIND THE BEST KINDS OF HARDWARE AT THE
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE.
IW

DO

WOOD-DAVI- S

PHONE

14.

HARDWARE
"IF IT'S HARDWARE

COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT."

PHONE

14.

